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Letters to the Editor 

Military Aid to Civil Power 
Dear Sir, 

Major Andrew Morrison's letter pointing out 
the error in the article by Brigadier M.J. Ewing 
is the more important because, since 1973, it 
has been repeatedly asserted in official reports 
and statements that no State has ever called 
upon the Commonwealth for protection against 
domestic violence under section 119 of the Con
stitution. It is, however, not necessary, as Major 
Morrison might seem to suggest, to go to Lon
don to document the appeal of the Queensland 
Government to the Commonwealth in 1912. At 
the time the incident was discussed in the Com
monwealth Parliament and correspondence re
lating to it was published in Parliamentary Pa
pers; in addition, it is quite fully documented 
in Australian Archives. It has also been ex
amined in a number of secondary works. 

Though the facts set out by Major Morrison 
are correct (in a brief letter he is justified in 
not taking up the secondary issue of section 51 
of the Defence Act), the conclusions that he 
draws in the last sentence of his letter are open 
to question. It is surely clear that the Governor-
General is not merely likely, but is bound, to 
act on the advice of his ministers in calling out 
members of the Defence Force to deal with 
domestic violence. Secondly, as Alfred Deakin 
acknowledged at the time, the Fisher Labor 
Government cannot be said simply to have sub
ordinated 'constitutional duty to self-interest'. 
Indeed, the precedent that it established, 
namely, that the Commonwealth will not au
tomatically respond to the request of a State 
for aid against domestic violence has, it might 
be argued, served Australia well and has been 
accepted by all subsequent Federal Govern
ments that have been tested on the issue. U 

B.D. Beddie 
& S. Moss 

Australian Defence Force Academy 

Academy Cadets 
Dear Sir, 

I read with interest LtCol Jans article on 
'Academy Cadets Should be Taught Behav
ioural Science' (DFJ — July/August 1986). 

I have no doubt that courses in areas of 
behavioural science which are relevant to the 

interest of the Service are appropriate for the 
University College at the Defence Force Acad
emy. The inclusion of such courses has been 
discussed previously by several of the commit
tees which were set up to recommend on our 
university courses. The major problem has been 
one of resources as a significant increase in 
staff would be required if we were to fully cover 
the options suggested by Colonel Jans. 

At present a range of related subjects is being 
given by our Department of Geography; third 
year electives on Behavioural Geography, Hu
man Ecology, Systems and Information are of
fered and three of the four second year courses 
in Geography cover aspects of behavioural sci
ence. These are Social Geography, Natural Haz
ards, and Environment and Society. Collec
tively these offerings cover the items outlined 
under Behavioural Science 1 by Colonel Jans 
together with a consideration of systems of 
human organisation. 

While Jans emphasises undergraduate teach
ing, a major thrust of the Department of Ge
ography's activity, at the postgraduate and re
search levels, is in the context of mental and 
behavioural ecology, that is the study of cog
nitive and behavioural phenomena in real world 
settings, environments and situations. Two re
cent examples of postgraduate work carried out 
in this area in the Department can be cited: 
(1) Capt R.G. Wilson's Ph.D. thesis on 'Aus

tralian surveillance: Images and Informa
tion', and 

(2) WgCdr R.G. Proudford's M.A. thesis on 
'A Systems Approach to Human Survival 
in Australia Following Nuclear War.' 

Both studies fall comfortably within the 
framework of military relevance that Jans 
stresses in his article. 

Advisory committees with substantial Service 
representation are now being established and 
their main task will be to appraise the under
graduate courses in relation to the requirements 
of the Services. I will ensure that Colonel Jans' 
suggestions are considered fully. W 

G.V.H. WILSON, 
Rector, 

University College. 
Australian Defence Force Academy. 



THE celebration of the Royal Australian Navy's 
75 years of service to the nation has brought 
with it much nostalgia and reflection upon the 

achievements of years gone by; but no less than this, 
1986 has been in many ways a landmark year for 
the future of the navy as well as for its past. 

However, 1986 has not been simply a year of 
festivities and pageantry. The work of the Navy has 
continued apace, and our people have worked very 
hard indeed to ensure a high standard of readiness 
behind the outward signs of revelry. In particular, 
this year has been a period of regrouping and con
solidation of a firm base upon which to build the 
Navy of the future. Some hard decisions have had 
to be taken, such as the closing down of establish
ments and paying off of some older fleet units, but 
at the same time a high degree of tangible progress 
has been made towards meeting our goal of a capable 
and well-balanced fleet with which to enter the next 
decade. 

All of us can be both proud and grateful that our 
men and women have responded magnificently to 
the challenge and have thus far managed to achieve 
the seemngly impossible. My major concern for the 
future is to ensure that the Navy is able to retain a 
high proportion of these dedicated people, and to 
attract as many more like them to ensure that the 
RAN can continue to claim a record of efficiency 
and skill which is second to none. It is vital that the 
largely unseen efforts of our officers and sailors are 
both publicly recognised and properly rewarded, not 
only in the improvement of material conditions of 
service, but in ensuring that they are provided with 
equipment in which they can have both confidence 
and pride. 

The achievement of current programmes will de
pend to a major extent upon the Navy's ability to 
deploy sufficient trained men and women to ensure 
a steady rate of progress in procurement and training 
activities related to 'he introduction into service of 
new equipments. Further progress towards a true 
"two-ocean" capability may also require a revision 
of present administrative and command structures, 
possibly requiring a further increase in overall man
power levels. To some extent, this may be overcome 
by an increase in strength and functions of the Naval 
Reserve; current plans will see the RANR playing a 
large part in the operation of civilian craft of op
portunity for minesweeping duties in the major ports, 
in addition to the patrol, control of shipping and 
intelligence functions presently performed. 

Naturally, the open support of the Australian pub
lic is essential to see that the measures needed to 
properly equip and man our Navy and Defence Force 

attain the priority they deserve among other pro
grammes with which they compete, in effect, for 
Commonwealth funds. Both this year's 75th Anni
versary celebrations and the release of the Defence 
Capability Review have served to raise public interest 
in the role of the RAN and awareness of wider 
defence issues in general. 1 aim to ensure that this 
level of interest becomes a commonplace thing in the 
future, rather than something needing massive and 
prolonged stimulus. 

To this end, 1 believe it is especially important that 
Australians appreciate the many peacetime roles 
which can be, and are, performed by well-trained, 
disciplined and motivated forces in support of do
mestic and foreign policy interests. No less than this, 
neither the public nor the Defence Force should lose 
sight of the fact that we are fighting services, which 
may be called upon at any time to defend our in
terests against armed aggression. This, ultimately, is 
our raison d'etre, and we must not fall into the trap 
of presuming that what is adequate for "peacetime" 
conditions will meet the infinitely sterner test of war, 
by whatever euphemism it is called. 

Our Navy's contribution to Australia's security is 
considerable, as one would expect in a nation whose 
economy depends heavily upon the free use of the 
sea; an interest which we share with our Pacific, 
Southeast Asian and Indian Ocean neighbours. How
ever, we harbour no illusions that the RAN alone 
can shoulder the burden of national defence, and we 
look forward in the future to an increasingly close 
cooperation between all services in pursuit of our 
goal to become a balanced and effective part of a 
well-integrated and self-reliant Australian Defence 
Force. H 

Vice Admiral M. W. Hudson, AO, RAN 
Chief of Naval Staff 
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All at Sea 



The RAN 75th Anniversary 

By Captain D. H. Ruff in, DBSAP. 

ON 10 July 1911, His Majesty King 
George V granted the title "Royal Austra

lian Navy" to the then Commonwealth Naval 
Forces, establishing a fighting service that, in 
the subsequent 75 years, has served Australia 
well and faithfully in peace and war. 

In 1981, a small steering committee was es
tablished in Navy Office, to study ways and 
means of celebrating the 75th Anniversary of 
that historic event. 

The committee decided that the Anniversary 
should be celebrated throughout 1986, rather 
than on just the one day, and that the general 
philosophy would be to involve the Navy with 
the community, emphasizing that the Service is 
an integral part of Australia's life and history 
as an island nation. 

The old term "The Silent Service" is a re
alistic one. Navies, by their nature, tend to go 
about their business well out of sight of the 
citizens they exist to safeguard. In the case of 
the RAN, this discreet nature is heightened by 

the fact that it is, predominantly, based in one 
city — Sydney. 

The committee floated many ideas, perhaps 
the most important being the concept of a per
manent memorial to the Navy's seventy-five 
years of service. The Federal Government agreed 
that such a memorial was entirely appropriate, 
and initial development steps were taken. 

Many other ideas developed, using the themes 
of community interest and involvement. Fore
most was the decision to stage a Naval Review 
late in the year, with some International par
ticipation. It also became obvious that the scale 
of activities, and the detailed planning neces
sary, required the establishment of a small, 
dedicated cell within Navy Office. With this 
development, in May 1984 full-scale planning 
started. The two most important single activities 
were the ceremonial dedication of the National 
Naval Memorial, which Her Majesty had gra
ciously agreed to perform in March, and the 
Naval Review, in October. Using these two 
events as anchors of the programme, a plan of 
activities, as widespread as possible, evolved. 
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Based upon the operational and training pro
gram of the Fleet, a series of port visits, to 
each State and Territory, was developed. Navy 
Week became the focus for local activities and, 
where possible, these were integrated with ma
jor local Festivals. Emphasis was given to as
sociation between ships and their name towns 
or cities, and communities with a long standing 
association with naval units. 

Across inland Australia, the Navy bands are 
our most visible asset, and within the severe 
financial contraints imposed upon the project, 
it was possible to program Navy 75th Anni
versary band tours to many parts of the coun
try. But not just the bands visited inland com
munities. Ship's companies, or representatives, 
were able, in many cases, to visit "their" com
munities. For example, HMAS Canberra's peo
ple played a prominent role in the Canberra 
Festival in March, and in April the town of 
Holbrook, NSW, named after a submarine hero 
of World War I, granted Freedom of Entry to 
the Australian Submarine Squadron. 

These were but two examples of new links 
being forged, and old ties strengthened, between 
the Navy and the community in the Anniversary 
year, with visits, ceremonial events, or simply 
a naval speaker at a local school. 

The involvement of naval veterans was im
portant. Through their various associations, 
they have participated in, and indeed initiated, 
many events throughout the year. The strongest 
testament to their pride in the Service was the 
remarkable turnout at the March 3rd ceremony 
in Canberra, when Her Majesty the Queen un
veiled the dedication plaque of the National 
Naval Memorial. Well over 2,000 men and 
women paraded on this occasion. With their 
families, they came from all over the country, 
including Western Australia and the Northern 
Territory. 

With the general planning background de
scribed, it is appropriate now to mention some 
of the year's events. The year was officially 
opened in Sydney on January 24th, when ships 
of the RAN fired a 21 gun salute to Australia. 
The salute was taken by His Excellency the 
Governor General, and later a major Freedom 
of Entry parade was held through the streets 
of Sydney. The national programme of Navy 
Weeks commenced in Tasmania, followed by 
Victoria and the ACT. 

On 3rd March, as mentioned previously, the 
unveiling by Her Majesty the Queen of the 

dedication plaque of the National Naval Mem
orial was the focus of a major ceremonial pa
rade, involving over 800 serving personnel and 
in excess of 2,000 naval veterans. Mr Ante 
Dabro's powerful sculpture in bronze incor
porates a representation of the human and me
chanical elements of the Navy, emphasising their 
mutual dependence. It is the centrepiece of a 
memorial precinct displaying the Battle Hon
ours earned by RAN units since 1911, with 
flagpoles flying the Australian National Flag 
and the Australian White Ensign. Her Majesty, 
accompanied by His Royal Highness, The Prince 
Phillip, took the opportunity to meet with many 
ex-naval persons in particular. During this Aus
tralian visit, Her Majesty also presented new 
Establishment Colours at HMAS Cerberus, the 
"Cradle of the Navy". 

During April, May and June, the Navy Week 
programme continued in West Australia and 
the Northern Territory. 

Telecom Australia, which had kindly agreed 
to feature a Navy theme on many telephone 
directories throughout the country, issued the 
majority during this period, with appropriate 
launching ceremonies involving ships and air
craft of the Navy. 

The Navy's birthday, 10 July, was seen as a 
time of remembrance and reflection. Nation
wide commemorative services were organized, 
planned as far as possible to commence at 11.30 
am (eastern standard time). Services were held 
in each ship and establishment, and were well 
attended by both current and former service 
men and women, and their families. Later in 
the day, Australia Post issued a commemorative 
pre-stamped envelope marking the Navy's 75 
years of service. Again, appropriate launching 
ceremonies were held in each capital city. 

August and September were relatively quiet, 
except for Navy Week Queensland, but plan
ning for the Naval Assembly was receiving the 
final touches. 

The period 29 September — 7 October saw 
the public highlight of the year, when over forty 
warships assembled in Sydney for the 75th An
niversary Naval Assembly culminating in Syd
ney Harbour on Saturday, 4 October, when His 
Royal Highness, The Prince Phillip reviewed 
the ships assembled to honour the RAN's 75th 
Anniversary. Six visiting nations — United 
States of America, Britain, New Zealand, Can
ada, France and Papua New Guinea — joined 



THE RAN 75th ANNIVERSARY " 

the RAN in the largest event of its kind ever 
seen in Australia. A major attraction was the 
USS Missouri, a recently re-commissioned 
WWII battleship, with a displacement of 45,000 
tonnes, one of the largest of its type ever built. 
The Review capped a week of ceremonial, social 
and sporting activities for all the navies, in
cluding a march by some 2,000 sailors through 
Sydney on Thursday October 23, with the salute 
being taken by His Excellency the Governor-
General. On the evening of Friday 3rd, follow
ing a reception by the NSW Government in 
honour of the RAN, the Navy's massed bands 
performed a concert at the Sydney Opera House. 
The people of Sydney warmly extended their 
hospitality to all sailors and were rewarded 
when, on Saturday evening, one of the largest 
and most spectacular fireworks display ever 
staged in Australia was held on Sydney Har
bour. 

On Monday, 6 October, Naval Air Station 
Nowra had its turn with a comprehensive open 
day, featuring a major air display. After this 
exhausting period, ships dispersed foe excer-
cises, enroute to further port visits culminating 
in Navy Week South Australia. Coinciding with 
the Adelaide Grand Prix, the Navy's visit was 
an important contribution to the South Aus
tralian 150th Anniversary celebrations. 

The year has been a satisfying and exciting 
one for the Navy and we hope, for those many 
Australians who have shared it with us, in keep
ing with the Chief of Naval Staff's statement 
of 15 January 1986: 

"I urge members of the public to join us 
wherever we are celebrating. The RAN is 
their Navy, and it is only right that they 
should share with us our deep sense of pride 
in the achievements of the Service over the 
past 75 years". M 

National Naval Memorial, Anzac Parade, Canberra. 

1 
1 

SEASONS GREETINGS \ 
On behalf of the Board of Management and the staff of the Army Audio 

Visual Unit, 1 wish you all a Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Year. 

Michael Tracey 
Managing Editor I 

I 

1 
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Naval Support Command Band on the forecastle of HMAS Adelaide. 
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The Silver Ceremonial Drums. 



Sounds From The Sea 
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A brief historical look at the musical ambas
sadors of the senior service. 

By Lieutenant Commander W. W. Farrell, 
Director of Music — Navy. 

"I only know two tunes; one is 'Yankee 
Doodle', the other isn't!" 

Ulysees S. Grant 

MUSIC in the Royal Australian Navy has 
been successfully performed for the past 

75 years by the Bands of that service and, unlike 
the 18th President of the United States, they 
know more than two tunes, one also being 
Yankee Doodle. 

Present day Bands of the Royal Australian 
Navy, popular musical ambassadors of the sen
ior service, are a far cry from their 19th century 
counterparts who were members of Bands in 
the various State Navies around Australia. All 
that altered on 10 July 1911 when the title Royal 

was approved for use by Australia's 
maritime defence force. 

Regulations for the Victorian Naval Brigade 
— The Discipline Act 1870, stated: 

"The Band of the Naval Brigade is not to 
exceed a total strength of 20 in addition to 
the boys allowed to be engaged. These men 
are to be effective for service, to be perfectly 
drilled and liable to serve in the Force on 
any emergency . . . the following books of 
instruction, published by authority, are to 
be strictly adhered to by the Brigade without 
additions or alterations either as regards the 
soundings or their application: — "The Na
val Bugle Sounds", "Instructions for the 
Fife", and "The Art of Beating the Drum" 
. . . in order to ensure uniformity, the in
struments are to be of the same pitch as that 
adopted by "The Ancient Philharmonic So
ciety." 
In the terms of today's regulations, those 

instructions may sound archaic, but they ap-
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parently served their purpose well and although 
naturally no sound recordings exist of those 
Bands, it is assumed that members of those 
units were competent musicians whose expertise 
was appreciated by Brigade members. 

At approximately the same time, a Naval 
volunteer force established by the West Aus
tralian Government was an Artillery unit raised 
under the auspices of the West Australian Vol
unteer Force Ordinances of 1861 and which was 
variously described as the Fremantle Naval Ar
tillery, Naval Artillery Volunteers or the Naval 
Brigade. This unit, which also maintained a 
Band, was subject to a title change to the Fre
mantle Artillery under regulations published in 
1888. 

The NSW Naval Estimates of 1893 allowed 
for the following personnel: 
Naval Brigade 

1 Bandmaster and Bugler, at £75 per annum 

Volunteer Naval Artillery 
1 Bandmaster, at £18 per annum 
1 Band Sergeant, at £13 per annum 

18 Bandsmen, at £11 per annum 
1 Bugler and signalman, at £12 per annum 
1 Bugler, at £6 per annum 

As a comparison to those stipends already 
indicated, a Petty Officer Second Class received 
only £11 per annum and a Leading Seaman £9 
per annum, so it can be seen that even in those 
days, some emphasis was placed on the arts, 
as music appeared to play an important role in 
both the permanent and volunteer Naval Forces 
of the day. 

Between 1899-1901, the Victorian Naval Bri
gade Band, under the musical director of War
rant Officer Bandmaster Walter Underwood, 
reputed to be the first man to import an alto 
saxophone to play in a military band in Aus
tralia, travelled to China where forces of many 
countries were involved in the Boxer Rebellion. 
On their return, from all accounts, they became 
a well known musical unit in the Melbourne 
area during the early part of the century. 

An interesting sidelight, is that the Com
mandant of the Victorian Naval Forces between 
1901-04, a Commander S. Tickell, had a musical 
composition dedicated to him entitled The Cer
berus Waltz, named after the ironclad monitor 
of the same name, and which is now a sunken 
breakwater off Sandringham near Melbourne. 

In 1911, after the proclamation of the Royal 
Australian Navy by Royal Decree of King 

George V, history recalls that up to 6 musicians 
sailed to England from Williamstown to assist 
in recruiting military musicians for the infant 
Navy. 

They adopted the uniform of the Royal Ma
rines, including their dress rig and accountre-
ments, and this assisted in identifying them 
from their seafaring counterparts in other 
branches of the service, whilst greatly enhancing 
the spectacle of ceremonial parades. 

The actual format of Bands during the first 
World War is extremely sketchy although it is 
known that musicians did serve onboard HMAS 
Australia in 1916. As early as 1921, Flinders 
Naval Depot — commissioned in that year and 
later renamed HMAS Cerberus, had a Band 
under the command of ex-Royal Marine Mus-
cician Joe Ventry and this combination was the 
obvious forerunner of the present-day Victoria 
Naval Band. 

During the mid-1930s, Bands played an im
portant ceremonial role onboard the major cap
ital ships of the day, and HMAS Sydney, com
missioned in 1935, together with HMAS 
Australia, visited Anzac Cove in early 1936 
where members of the ships' companies, in
cluding the Band, went ashore for a memorial 
service during which they were addressed by 
the Father of modern Turkey Kemal Ataturk, 
concerning the Anzac attack, at which he was 
present. 

The start of World War 2 saw Bands at sea 
on all cruisers where they doubled as gun crews 
and damage control hands. Personnel posted 
to sea saw very little of their families during 
the war years, as did most seafarers, and for 
such a small branch, losses were high with the 
sinking of HMAS Sydney claiming all members 
of the Band. 

Other ships also had casualties, but the Bands 
played on regardless, continuing their standard 
of musicianship which gave a much needed 
boost to battle weary sailors. 

At the cessation of hostilities, numbers were 
reduced to such a degree that all remaining 
musicians were posted to form one band at 
Flinders Naval Depot/HMAS Cerberus. In 
1951, in an endeavour to rejuvenate the ailing 
Band Service, a Boy Musicians' training scheme 
was instituted with the recruitment of boys over 
the age of \5Vi. 

Training was undertaken at the revitalized 
Royal Australian Navy School of Music and 
since the scheme's inception, hundreds of as-
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HMAS Perth Band in Sydney, 1941. 

piring musicians were trained at this School by 
a dedicated Naval teaching staff. 

The end of the war also saw a small influx 
of ex-Royal Marines, whose expertize was in
valuable in training the new breed of Naval 
Musician who was, and always had been, a 
versatile soul, capable of performing in both 
military band and orchestral environment. Be
cause of the difficulties in attaining satisfactory 
standards in the training time available, it was 
deemed necessary to delete orchestral training 
from the syllabus in 1958 and to concentrate 
on the concert and parade band side of training. 

The two decades from 1952 were halcyon 
years for Naval Musicians as they served afloat 
in HMA Ships Australia, Vengeance, Mel
bourne, Sydney and Stalwart plus many smaller 
warships, and Bands performed in all parts of 
the world from Disneyland to Vietnam to Castel 
Gandolfo — the Pope's summer palace — to 
Vanuatu and Japan, and many other places too 
numerous to mention. 

Earlier Bands had also performed in many 
parts of the world including one memorable 
parade down Fifth Avenue, New York and an
other through London prior to an official 
luncheon at the Guildhall given by the City 
Corporation to the officers and men of HMAS 
Sydney. 

On January 1st., 1960 a major uniform 
change saw the Band dressed as sailors in line 

with all members of the service. This drastic 
alteration had its catalyst at the 1956 Melbourne 
Olympic Games where the RAN Band's imag
inative marching display during the opening 
ceremony was credited to the Australian Army 
because of the look alike uniform. This uniform 
change has seen the RAN Band firmly en
trenched as representatives of the service that 
they so proudly serve, and their appearance 
always guarantees a first class presentation. 

No one likes to follow an uncertain trumpet, 
and it can be stated without fear of contradic
tion that personnel who march behind any of 
the Navy's Bands, are stepping out to one of 
the finest marching bands in Australia. 

Commencing in January 1985, all training 
for service musicians is undertaken at the Def
ence Force School of Music situated in the 
northern Melbourne Suburb of Watsonia. This 
is s contemporary School fitted with the latest 
in teaching aids and sound proofing, a far cry 
from the wooden structure at HMAS Cerberus, 
sound proofed in part with egg cartons, which 
was the 'alma mater' for every dedicated gradu
ate since late 1951 who carried their musical 
heritage to the far flung corners of the world. 

The Bands of the Royal Australian Navy, 
proud and dedicated musical ambassadors of 
the Senior Service, whose repetoire extends to 
all forms of music, thankfully with a greater 
musical knowledge than Ulysees S. Grant. 
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The Silver Ceremonial Drums 

In 1961, the Royal Australian Navy cele
brated their Golden Jubilee and as a lasting 
memento of the Anniversary, the Common
wealth and State Governments presented the 
Senior Service with a set of silver ceremonial 
drums consisting of 8 side drums, 2 tenor drums 
and one base drum. 

These drums were manufactured by the Bris
bane Company Drouyn and Drouyn and, al
though it is not officially recorded, it is believed 
that their construction created several records, 
including the fact that the bass drum was made 
from the longest piece of continuous silver ever 
fabricated in Australia and that the entire set 
consumed almost the entire silver stock of the 
Eastern seaboard of the continent. 

The specifications of the drums demanded 
the following: 

• Sterling silver shells with rolled top and 
bottom for reinforcement, 

• Rod tension instead of rope tension, 
• Sterling silver hoops, fitted over alumin

ium hoops carrying plastic batter and 
snare heads, and 

• Silver slinging hooks and carrying ring 
to be bolted, not screwed. 

Detailed individual specifications for each 
type of drum indicated the snare mechanism 
and Coat of Arms of the donor Government 
which was attached to the appropriate drum, 
along with the Royal cypher and the RAN 
badge. 

Off The Nautical Record 

A perceptive look at a part of the Royal 
Australian Navy that you never knew 
existed. 

Smoky Dawson, regarded as the doyen of 
country and western music, boasts a recording 
career covering many years. 

The carrying slings were manufactured of 
leather, and with the exception of the base drum 
sling, all feature an enamelled RAN badge. 

The drum sticks were manufactured of 
Queensland black bean with sterling silver fer
rules and the drum drapes were created from 
nylon rope, each drum being cased in a metal 
carrying container for maximum protection. 

Presentations were organized in each state 
were RAN Bands paraded and Government rep
resentatives officially handed the drums to sen
ior Naval Officers. 

The presenters were as listed under: 
4 side drums from Commonwealth Govern

ment 
1 side drum from South Australia 
1 side drum from Queensland 
1 side drum from Tasmania 
1 side drum from Western Australia 
1 tenor drum from Victoria 
1 tenor drum from New South Wales 
1 bass drum from Commonwealth Govern

ment 
Because of the quality of the silver used, it 

is necessary to handle the drums whilst wearing 
white cotton gloves, otherwise the surface stains 
very quickly with constant touching by hand. 

The drums are very heavy, the bass drum 
weighing nearly 25 kgs., so their use is restricted 
to very important ceremonial occasions. They 
were used on parade during the Navy's 75th 
Anniversary in 1986 and were on display at 
various times throughout Australia during the 
year. 

"Music from the sea has rotated on countless 
turntables and snaked through interminable 
cassettes". 

Far removed from the guitars, the horses and 
the rodeo circuit, and situated at the other end 
of the musical spectrum, the Band of the Royal 
Australian Navy has been recording with the 
EMI Company for a period of time spanning 
four decades. 

• 
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Prior to the LP revolution, when RAN Bands 
wore a uniform similar to that worn by the 
Royal Marines, it appeared that the only Band 
records readily available in Australia featured 
the better known overseas Bands, including the 
famous regimental Bands of Britain. 

However, the Director of Music of the day, 
LCDR George Hooker, MBE, initiated moves 
in 1958 with the then Columbia Record Com
pany in Sydney, later EMI, to record the Navy 
Band, and their first LP — Naval Showcase — 
first spun onto the turntables later that year. 

Three 78 rpm discs, released some three years 
earlier, became enmeshed in the influx of long 
playing records and they did not meet with the 
success that had been anticipated. 

Over the ensuing years 21 LPs were recorded 
and released, all but one being on the EMI 
label. 

The first disc concentrated on nautical airs, 
supplemented by mainly Australian melodies, 
but subsequent records tuned into the vast range 
of marching music available from around the 
globe, including one released in July 1960 which 
martialized Broadway show-stoppers. 

Who would believe that Bali Hal, People Will 
Say We're in Love and / Love Paris could be 
recorded as march tunes? The Senior Service 
did, and they did it well with Marching Down 
Broadway! 

The next five discs cut a vertiable swathe 
through the world's marches, but then, a change 
came over the Navy's recording philosophy — 
one side marches, the flip side popular tunes 
such as Riders in the Sky, St. Louis Blues, 
Georgy Girl, The Hot Canary and Puppet on 
a String, plus many more. 

Not only did this revised repetoire display 
the Band's versatility, but it also proved that 
military musicians were capable of playing more 
than just marches. 

A release in 1970 — Naval Endeavour — 
featured the regimental marches of British reg
iments stationed in Australia after colonization, 
yet another divergence from normal program
ming. 

Then followed a trio of recordings dedicated 
to the more popular side of music, including 
one devoted entirely to music composed by well 
known Australians. This disc — Blue Water 
Men — an obvious illusion to the Navy Mu
sicians' penchant for sea travel, featured new 
compositions and arrangements specially writ
ten for the record by the likes of John Sangster, 

Jack Grimsley, Tommy Tycho, Eric Jupp and 
John Hawker, while Don Burrows solo-ed with 
the Band on several tracks. 

Pacific Horizons, which included music by 
Percy Grainger, William Lovelock and Michael 
Hurst, continued the trend of different music, 
whilst Pop Goes the Navy, the only recording 
produced away from the EMI label, was a ver
itable pot pourri of the hit parade. 

However, the lure of the marching beat forced 
the Band to do an about face to the parade 
ground with Marches of Quality and Favourite 
Marches Revisited. 

Immediately prior to this brace of martial 
recordings came Thoroughly Modern Navy, a 
glimpse of the hit parades of the mid-70s. 

An amalgamation of diverse talents — the 
Navy Band and the NSW State Conservatorium 
Chorale — combined to produce A Life on the 
Ocean Wave, an unusual programming of mar
tial airs, sea shanties and songs of the sea. 

For the statistically minded, during their years 
of recording, the RAN Band has put down over 
240 tracks including 65 marches once 22 twice, 
6 three times, 4 four times, 1 march five times 
and Anchors A weigh and On the Quarterdeck 
6 times, plus 157 miscellaneous items ranging 
from the Naval Hymn — Eternal Father, to A 
Walk in the Black Forest and to Neil Diamond's 
Crunchy Granola Suite. Several of the records 
produced over the years have been re-released 
under different labels including the World Re
cord Club and the Music for Pleasure series. 

This year, the Royal Australian Navy cele
brates its 75th Anniversary and to honour the 
occasion, the Band has produced a unique dou
ble album consisting of 18 music tracks inter
woven with a 30 minute narrative concerning 
the history of that service. 

Simply entitled Anniversary, the Band's 22nd 
album salutes the Navy, and the thousands of 
men and women who have served and are still 
serving their country. 

For many years now, the sounds of these 
musical matelots has rotated on countless turn
tables and snaked through interminable cassette 
players, much to the delight and pleasure of 
thousands of listeners. 

The Navy's association with EMI must surely 
be one of the longest in the recording business, 
particularly involving a concert band, and they 
can look back proudly on a fine musical heri
tage. 
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Four decades involves the performance of 
millions of musical notes, but the travel revo
lutions of phonographs and cassette players dif
fusing these sounds from the sea, must surely 

rival the distances travelled by those intrepid 
astronauts up there, where the air is rarified, 
or maybe even the number of rodeos attended 
over the years by Smoky Dawson! U 

LCDR Bill Farrell, AM, RAN, has been Director of Music — Navy since November 1980, 
having joined the RAN in January 1952. He is a keen collector of historical facts concerning 
the Navy's Bands and delights in relating stories of their past deeds. 

'On Parade' at the Maritime Museum, Melbourne. 



The Royal Australian Naval Reserve in Tasmania 

By Commander J.E. Scott, RAN 

SINCE 1803 when HMS Calcutta, under the 
command of Lieutenant Bowen RN, brought 

the first settlers to Risdon Cove, there has been 
a close affinity between the Navy and the City 
of Hobart. During last century Royal Navy 
ships based in Australia regularly visited Hobart 
in summer to escape the heat and humidity of 
Sydney. Thr first armed vessel to be perma
nently based in Tasmania waters was however 
a small torpedo boat brought by the Govern
ment of the Colony in 1880. Its role was to 
complement the gun batteries and minefields 
which protected the port. 

Since the formation of the Royal Australian 
Navy in 1911, the Royal Australian Naval Re
serve has constituted the main Naval presence 
in Hobart. During the First World War they 
became the Royal Australian Naval Brigade 
whose prime task was to examine every ship 
entering Hobart to guard against the entry of 
disguised German raiders into the port. The 

Examination Service was in operation at the 
mouth of the Derwent River by 3 August 1914. 

Between the wars the RANR were trained at 
the Naval Depot on the Queen's Domain in the 
skills required to man Australian warships in 
the event of war. Their training ship, HMAS 
Huon, was the first Australian built destroyer 
and became a familiar sight on the Derwent as 
it conducted seagoing training. 

During the Second World War the training 
received at the Hobart Naval Depot was put to 
good use and many Tasmanian reserves served 
with distinction in all theatres of the war at sea. 
By 1945 there were 28,800 members of the 
RANR throughout Australia on active service. 

After the war, the RANR was disbanded but 
was re-instated in 1950. On 15 February that 
year the Hobart Port Division conducted their 
first post-war parade at HMAS Huon, which 
had previously been known as the Hobart Naval 
Depot. 

The role of the RANR has evolved since 1950 
but has always required seagoing training. This 
has been provided by training periods in ships 
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General Purpose vessel HMAS Bass at Sea. 

of the Fleet but primarily by training vessels 
attached to HMAS Huon. For many years this 
was provided by a Seaward Defence Boat fol
lowed by the General Purpose vessel Bass. In 
1982 the "Attack" Class Patrol Boat HMAS 
Ardent was permanently based in Hobart and 
now provides for most of the seagoing training 
needs of the Hobart Port Division. 

Today, the Hobart Port Division is active in 
three main areas of Naval Operations. As well 
as providing seagoing training, Ardent conducts 
regular coastal surveillance patrols and Bass 
Strait Oil Rig protection duties. She is a regular 
visitor to many Tasmanian ports where she is 
often required as the Flag Ship of the large 
number of aquatic events conducted in the State. 

An active Naval Control of Shipping cell 
conducts the second of the Port Division's roles 

while Diving Team 10 carries out their third. 
Other RANR personnel are trained and expe
rienced in the use of radiation monitoring 
equipment and safety checking of nuclear re
actors, a task they conduct whenever a nuclear 
powered warship visits the State. 

In 1986 the Hobart Port Division maintains 
a strength in excess of one hundred men and 
women who represent a broad cross-section of 
the local community. On 10 July 1986, the 75th 
Anniversary of the RAN, the close links be
tween the Division and the community was pub
licly demonstrated when the Lord Mayor 
granted Freedom of Entry to the City of Hobart 
to the Hobart Port Division of the Royal Aus
tralian Naval Reserve in recognition of their 
long, dedicated and valuable service to the City 
in peace and in war. U 

Commander Scott joined the Royal Australian Navy as a 15-year-old Cadet Midshipman in 
January 1961 and, after training in Australia and the United Kingdom, he was promoted 
Lieutenant in 1968 while the Navigating Officer of HMAS Derwenl. 

In January 1970 he was posted in Command of the Patrol Boat HMAS Lae in Papua New 
Guinea. A few days later, while on passage to Sydney, Lae rode out 'Cyclone Ada' in the 
Whitsunday Passage and stayed on to conduct rescue operations in the devastated resort area. 
In recognition of the part played by his ship, he was awarded the MBE and two of his crew 
were honoured with the BEM. 

In December 1980 he was promoted to the rank of Commander and posted to Navy Office 
in Canberra as the Director of Navigation and Tactics. In April 1983 he took Command of 
HMAS Jervis Bay and in November 1984 was made a Fellow of the Institute of Navigation. 
In January 1985 he assumed the duties of Naval Officer Commanding Tasmania Area. 



HMAS Stirling The Expanding Fleet Base 

By Sub Lieutenant Ivan Witt, RAN 

IN 1966 the Commonwealth Government an
nounced that an investigation into the fea

sibility of establishing a Naval Support facility 
in Cockburn Sound would commence. The re
port concluded that a Naval Support Facility 
should be established on Garden Island. This 
report was accepted and the first stage, the 
construction of a causeway from Point Peron 
to Parkin Point on Garden Island commenced 
in January 1971. The Causeway was completed 
on time in 1973 and within the estimated cost 
of $9.5 M. Subsequently the base facilities de
signed to support four destroyer-escorts and 
three submarines was constructed. Stirling was 
commissioned on 28 July 1978 by VADM A. M. 
Synnot AO, CBE, RAN the then CNS, and by 
January 1986 was the home port to HMA Ships 
Moresby, Swan, Stuart, Geraldton, Bunbury 
and Adroit. 

HMAS Stirling boasts modern facilities to 
support itself and ships alongside. Power water, 
steam, air, telephone, sullage, sewerage and fuel 
facilities are reticulated to Stirling's two 

wharves. A modern transport compound which 
is to be extended, provides a variety of transport 
and heavy plant to satisfy the needs of a thriving 
industrial and operational base. All buildings 
have been designed to blend with the natural 
bushland setting and have been located in a 
manner that separates messing and recreation 
from the industrial heart of Stirling. The well 
planned layout will enable Stirling to expand 
three times its present size without overcrowd
ing or fragmentation of activities. That expan
sion is already on the horizon with the current 
construction of a Submarine Escape Training 
Facility which will be complemented in the near 
future by a Submarine Training School. 

The role of the FIMA (Stirling) is firstly to 
provide refit and maintenance support to the 
home ported units and tugs Tammar and 
Quokka. Secondly, to arrange contract work to 
augment areas where HMAS Stirling lacks the 
capacity or capability to carry out maintenance 
tasks and, thirdly to provide maintenance as
sistance to auxiliary craft such as work boats 
etc. 

To discharge this role the Technical Depart
ment is organised into three functional groups, 
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headed by an Engineer Commander. The three 
groups comprise Production, Planning and 
Quality Assurance, each of which is headed by 
a Lieutenant Commander. 

The production group is divided into three 
sections consisting of Hull/Plate work, Me
chanical, and Electrical/Electronic. Each sec
tion is supervised by a Warrant Officer, and 
tasks encompass:— 

• Overhaul of mechanical equipment, 
• Metal fabrication and pipe work, 
• Manufacture of mechanical components 

and parts, 
• Repair of wood & GRP structure in HMA 

Ships and Support craft, 
• Bricking and lagging of boilers steam sys

tem and repair of insulation, 
• Motor re-wind and general maintenance, 
• High Power maintenance, 
• Battery Work, 
• Overhaul of hydraulic components, 
• Refurbishment of 40 MM gun mountings, 
• Communication and teletype repair, 
• Radar and Sonar overhaul and repair, 
• Gun Fire Control System repair, 
• Limited crypto repair, and 
• Test Equipment and Repair. 

The Planning Group is divided into two sec
tions — Contracts and Maintenance Planning 
— and is tasked with: 

• Plan and produce refit and assisted main
tenance work packages for home ported 
ships, 

• Convene maintenance planning progress 
meetings and prepare associated reports, 

• Prepare refit physical and financial prog
ress reports, 

• Prepare specifications and tenders for 
contract work and arrange contracts in 
accordance with current Navy Office 
guidelines, 

• Prepare annual financial estimates for 
contract refitting and maintenance repair 
work for homeported ships, 

• Ensure timely identification and procure
ment of spaces for contract maintenance 
activities, and 

• Production and distribution of job de
scriptions for all work requisition. 

FIMA (Stirling) consists of a group of 114 men 
whose primary function is to provide the main
tenance support for the 6 homeported ships and 
20 support craft based in the West. 

Planning must be sufficiently flexible to allow 
for unforeseen contingencies such as a recent 
unprogrammed 3000 HR engine overhaul in 
HMAS Cessnock and an emergency slipping of 
HMAS Bunbury. As part of a National FIMA 
organisation, FIMA Stirling may be and is called 
upon to support other FIMA's. 
The Base Quality Assurance Group is divided 
into three sections each supervised by a Chief 
Petty Officer these are: Quality Assurance Rep
resentatives, Trials and Assessing and Technical 
Services. Tasks of this group comprise: 

• Carry out QA checks for base staff, 
• Maintain and update QA documents, 
• Overseeing of contractors operating on 

base, 
• Justification of growth items, 
• Conduct ship trials, 
• Provision of Technical Information for 

planning and production groups, 
• Maintenance and operation of the Tech

nical Library, and 
• Registering, filing and update of all pub

lications, drawing and aperature cards. 

HMAS Stirling provides berthing and water-
borne craft. As well as limited Fleet Support 
services such as target towing. 

The total complement for the Port Services 
Section, 28 personnel, does not adequately re
flect the current work load. Currently there are 
three Major Support craft as follows: 

• 25M offshore Tug Tammar, Bollard pull 
38 tonnes. Manned by service personnel 
of: 
CPOQMG 
CPOMTP 
ABETP 
ABFC 

• Restricted Offshore Tug Quokka, Bollard 
pull 11.3 tonnes. Manned by service per
sonnel of: 
POQMG 
LSMTP 
ABFC 
ABQMG and 

• Self Propelled Water/Fuel lighter — 
Wyulda. Manned by service personnel of 
ABRP 
LSMTP 

When required, a Master and Deckhand make 
up the steaming crew. 

Additionally, the following minor support 
craft are controlled and administered by the 
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Inner Security Area, HMAS Stirling. 

Support Craft Officer, a WOFC who reports 
to the PSO. 

2 x 12 m Naval Work Boats 
3 x 33 ft Fast Utility Boats 
1 x 26 ft Harbour Personnel Boat 
1 x 34 ft Motor Work Boat 
1 x 17 ft Light Utility Boat 
1 x 14 ft Aluminium Dinghy 
3 x Flat Top Lighters 
2 x Surface Targets 
1 x Oil Fuel Lighter (OFL 1207) 

The following Naval assets are operated by 
the Boatswain Party lead by a PO. 

2 x 10 Tonne Giraffe Cranes 
Various brows, catamarans, fenders, scrub 
punts and camels 
Quarantine Waste and ships waste re
moval. 

Other services provided include the Safety 
Equipment Section responsible for: 

Life Raft and Lifejacket servicing, re
placement, storage for Stirling, Leeuwin 
and all home ported units. 
Sailmaking, and 
ILR Demonstration and Drills. 

Stirling's Supply Department, in strength, 5 
Officers and 53 sailors, is a high activity or

ganisation involved in supporting a wide range 
of activities which not only include the home 
ported ships, but also Naval Officer Com
manding West Australia Area, Clearance Div
ing Team 4, Stirling Communications Centre, 
41 Naval Police, Leeuwin, Command Personal 
Services Organisation Rockingham, the RAN 
contingents at Harold E. Holt and RAAF 
Pearce, the Fremantle Port Division RANR and 
Naval Reserve Cadet Units as far afield as Port 
Headland in the Northwest to Albany in the 
South. 

The Naval and Victualling stores departments 
operate out of two large warehouse buildings 
and have in their charge approx. 39000 line 
items. This includes Fresh/Dry Provisions and 
Repayment Clothing all accounted for on the 
Navy's Defence Supply Retail Mini-Computer 
System. An important function of the Naval 
Stores department is the demand, stowing, is
suing and accounting of stores support for ma
jor refits of the FCPB's. Moreover, this highly 
active department provides all high usage items 
of stores to users. 

Stirling has three Galleys fully operational to 
provide for Officers, Senior and Junior Sailors. 
They are of modern design and utilise modern 
equipment. 
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An important function of any supply De
partment is that of Pay/Accounts and Person
nel/Registry services. The small team of five 
dedicated writers in the Pay and Accounts sec
tion are charged with maintaining 520 pay cards 
for permanent Stirling and NOCWA staff and 
are responsible for paying some 600 accounts 
per month to members. Meanwhile the remain
ing writer staff are employed in controlling the 
large number of files and correspondence which 
flows in and out of HMAS Stirling daily. 

Since the closure of Leeuwin, Stirling's Ward
room is the only full time Naval Officers Mess 
in Western Australia. The small staff of seven 
are kept busy catering for a variety of Com
mand and local functions as well as the many 
visitors received in Stirling. 

The Medical Department comprising fourteen 
staff, including two medical officers and a nurs
ing officer, is based in a well equipped 
sickquarters with Xray and laboratory facilities, 
an operating theatre and three separate wards 
with a total of eight beds. 

In addition to providing medical care for 
Stirling, NOCWA, CDT4 and patrol boat per
sonnel, the department also provides medical 
support for the three West Australian home 
ported ships and visiting warships. As the only 
recompression chamber in the populous south
west of the State is at Stirling a further major 
responsibility is the treatment of civilian diving 
casualties. 

The Dental Department Stirling is located 
within the Sickbay and provides dental treat
ment for all RAN personnel in the Western 
Australian Command. There are three modern, 
well equipped surgeries staffed by two Dental 
Officers and one Dental Hygienist. A dental 
technical laboratory, manned by one Dental 
Mechanic and good Xray facilities give the De
partment the ability to provide a comprehensive 
treatment cover for all personnel. 

Garden Island is 9 KM long 1.5 KM wide, 
and currently the Navy uses one third of the 

total area of 1260 hectares. Management and 
care for the public access areas of the island is 
overseen by the Garden Island Environmental 
Advisory Committee which has representatives 
from the RAN, the Metropolitan Manager of 
the State Government Department of Conser
vation and Land Management (CALM) and an 
Environmental scientist from the CSIRO. The 
area is policed jointly by Naval Police and 
C.A.L.M. Rangers. 

Garden Island is also the home of an indig
enous kangaroo-like marsupial called a Tarn-
mar. As they are nocturnal, they emerge in large 
numbers after sunset. They are a declared spe
cies and for their protection the Navy allows 
them right of way over all traffic and fines up 
to $1,000 can be imposed for harassing, maim
ing or killing the Tammars. 

The following new initiatives have been com
menced at Stirling. Construction commenced in 
February 1986 on the Submarine Escape Train
ing facility and is scheduled for completion in 
August 1987. The facility which consists of a 
major water column is estimated to cost $15M 
and will provide training for over 300 submarine 
personnel each year. The facility will also be 
used for specialists during training. 

Other new initiatives are the new Pacific Pa
trol Boat Project, the plans to initially home 
port and later base port a submarine at Stirling 
and construction of a submarine school as an
nounced by the Minister. 

The Western Australian State Government 
Department of Defence Industry Development 
is working to their aim of securing the New 
Construction Submarine built in WA. Recently 
it was announced that they will fund the con
struction of a Shiplift in WA for both Defence 
and Commercial work. This ship lift should be 
able to lift all currently home ported Naval 
vessels. 

Stirling is ready, willing and waiting to be
come the most integrated and important Naval 
Base in Australia. U 

Sub Lieutenant I. C. Witt was born in Melbourne, Victoria on 7 December I960. 
He joined the Royal Australian Naval College, HMAS Creswell in March 1983 to undertake 

the Supplementary List Officers Course. During 1983 and 1984 Sub Lieutenant Witt was under 
training in HMA Ships Creswell, Jervis Bay, Vampire and Cerberus. 

In 1985 he was posted to HMAS Lonsdale as the Supply Officer Stores prior to joining 
HMAS Derwent in July 1985. 

He is currently the Commanding Officer's Secretary in HMAS Stirling and has been since 
his posting to Western Australia in March 1986. 



Foundation of the Australian Navy 1901 — 1914 

By John Mortimer, Department of Defence 

Introduction 

DEFENCE featured prominently in the na-
tionlist movement leading to Federation. 

Between 1901 and 1904 the Australian Parlia
ments attention was mainly focused on the in
troduction of new naval and military adminis
trative procedures, rather than on the 
development of Australian Defence Forces. 
Nevertheless, it was not until 1 March 1904 that 
Federal legislation for the administration of the 
former state navies came into force. 

Many of those who sought the wider political 
powers clearly did not appreciate the full re
sponsibilities that came with Federation. This 
was shown by the absence of detailed indige
nous strategic perceptions, which were a nec
essary pre-requisite for martime force structure 
planning, and the reliance on British advice for 
strategic and force structure perceptions, par
ticularly in the years immediately after Feder
ation. A notable exception was Alfred Deakin 
who, together with captain W.R. Creswell, was 
instrumental in the development of Australia's 
naval forces. 

Strategic perceptions of the Australian and 
British Governments on potential threats to 
Australia were largely consistent in the period 
1901 to 1914. The most likely form of attack 
was assessed to be raids by small groups of 
cruisers. These cruisers were of somewhat ob
scure origin as more often than not, no specific 
hostile power was nominated. 

Naval force structure planning, in relation to 
the assessed threat, was evolutionary and while 
many different schemes were proposed by Aus
tralia's professional naval advisers they were 
consistent in their theme until 1909. They ar
gued for development of local naval forces based 
on torpedo craft which were specifically de
signed to meet Australia's particular geographic 
and strategic situation. From 1909 the Admi
ralty view was accepted that development of 
colonial naval forces should be based on estab

lishment of a fleet unit consisting of: a battle-
cruiser, 3 light cruisers, 6 destroyers, 3 sub
marines and supporting auxiliaries. 

British advice was anything but consistent. 
Britain originally saw the most effective form 
of defence as being continuation of the scheme 
of financial contribution. Development of local 
naval forces of destroyers and other coastal 
craft were judged, in May 1906, to be largely 
ineffective for either coastal defence or trade 
protection. By 1907, however, the Admiralty 
suggested it would be of great assistance if local 
naval forces of 'smaller vessels', particularly 
submarines, were provided for local co-opera
tion with Royal Navy Squadrons. In 1909 the 
Admiralty proposed the establishment of colo
nial fleet units centered upon a battle-cruiser. 
However, a few years later the British argued 
that a battle-cruiser was irrelevant to Australia's 
strategic situation. 

Faced with a situation of limited finances, 
conflicting professional advice, and a range of 
alternative naval acquisition plans, it is not sur
prising that successive Australian Governments 
did not feel either particularly motivated or 
sufficiently confident to embark on any major 
ship acquisitions until February 1909. This tim
ing co-incided with gradually increasing awar-
ness within Australia that the Royal Navy could 
not necessarily be relied upon in time of a 
defence emergency to come to Australia's aid. 

The Search for a Policy 1901-1904 
In 1901 Australia's maritime defence was de

pendent upon the Royal Navy, except in so far 
as the Colonial Naval Forces and port fortifi
cations provided some security at major ports 
against limited naval raids. 

The Colonial Naval Defence Act of 1865 
enabled the Australian Colonies to acquire, 
maintain, and use their own vessels of war. The 
Act also provided for the recruitment of per
sonnel to man and maintain the ships, vessels 
acquired by Australian Colonies under this act 
were mainly gun and torpedo boats for port 
and coastal defence. Royal Navy vessels on the 
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Australian Station formed part of either the 
Imperial Squadron or the Australian Auxiliary 
Squadron. 

Under the Australian Naval Defence Act of 
1887 the British Admiralty undertook to con
struct and equip a fleet of five cruisers and two 
torpedo gunboats for the protection of maritime 
trade in Australian waters and for the defence 
of certain ports and coaling stations. 

On 1 March 1901, the Australian State Gov-
enments transferred control of their respective 
naval forces to the Commonwealth Govern
ment. As there was no appropriate Federal leg
islation, the forces remained under the admin
istration of State Acts and Regulations until 1 
March 1904 when the Commonwealth Defence 
Act 1903-1904 came into force. 

Principal details of the major ships trans
ferred to the Commonwealth are listed on Table 
1. 

Australia's principal military and naval ad
visers agreed that the primary threat to Aus
tralia was one of small scale raids by enemy 
cruisers rather than large scale invasion. This 
view was held by the Colonial Defence Com
mittee, Major General Hutton (the Comman
dant of Australia's Military Forces) and Cap
tain Creswell (the Naval Commandant of 
Queensland) who was later to become the Di
rector of Naval Forces. The position was out
lined by the Colonial Defence Committee in the 
following terms: 

"The maintenance of British supremacy at 
sea is the first condition of the security of 
Australian territory and trade in war . . . no 
expedition directed against Australia could 
be organised without the knowledge of the 
Admiralty, whose dispositions may be as
sumed to preclude the possibility of any such 
expedition reaching its destination . . . while 
His enemy's ships are engaged in destroying 
or disabling the enemy's squadrons they may 
not always be in a position to prevent raids 
by hostile cruisers . . . On account of its 
insular character and its geographical posi
tion there is no British territory so little liable 
to aggression of this kind as that of Austra
lasia, so long as British naval supremacy is 
maintained in Eastern waters." 
The Barton Government initially lacked any 

firm or considered policy on naval defence and 
sought the advice of British experts on a general 
scheme of naval defence. In seeking this advice 
Barton commented that: 

" . . . the reorganisation which would prob
ably find the most favour would be that the 
permanent forces should be limited as far as 
possible . . . it becomes desirable that the 
greatest amount of good should be obtained 
at the smallest possible cost." 

Rear Admiral Beaumont, the Admiral Com
manding the Australian Naval Station, in reply, 
suggested that the Australian Government 
should continue to rely on the Royal Navy, but 
should increase its financial contribution. 

STATE 

NSW 

VIC 

QLD 

SA 

TAS 

SHIP 

A VERNUS 
ACHERON 

CERBERUS 
COUNTESS OF HOPETOUN 
CH1LDERS 
NEPEAN 
LONSDALE 
GORDON 

GAYUNDAH 
PALUMA 
MOSQUITO 
MIDGE 

PROTECTOR 

TB NO 191 

TABLE 1 

TYPE 

Second class torpedo boat 
Second class torpedo boat 
(these two ships were disposed of in 1902) 

Armoured turret ship 
First class torpedo boat 
First class torpedo boat 
Second Class torpedo boat 
Second class torpedo boat 
Torpedo launch 

Gunboat 
Gunboat 
Second class torpedo boat 
Torpedo launch 

Cruiser (later reclassified as a gunboat) 

Second class torpedo boat 

DISPLACEMENT COMPLETED 

16 tons 
16 tons 

3340 tons 
75 tons 
47 tons 
12 tons 
12 tons 
12 tons 

360 tons 
360 tons 

12 tons 
12 tons 

960 tons 

12 tons 

1879 
1879 

1870 
1891 
1883 
1884 
1884 
1887 

1884 
1884 
1884 
1887 

1884 

1884 
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With an eye to the forthcoming negotiations 
with Great Britain, as to the measures to be 
adoped on completion of the 1887 Naval Agree
ment, Captain Creswell forwarded a letter to 
the Minister for Defence on 28 September 1901 
urging the acquistion of four cruisers specially 
designed to meet Australia's needs. Creswell 
argued that the alternative of increased contri
bution to the Imperial Government was one of 
stagnation and continued impotence. 

Creswell argued strongly for a ship specially 
designed to meet Australia's particular circum
stances. He claimed that ships of the Royal 
Navy were built, armed, and fitted to serve all 
over the world and emphasis was placed on 
being able to steam great distances and carry 
out operations away from a base for lengthy 
periods. Consequently Royal Navy vessels were 
very lightly armed in proportion to their total 
tonnage. A vessel designed for Australia could 
have reduced fuel and stores space while ar
mament could be increased. Creswell concluded 
that besides "greater fighting efficiency there 
is a large economy in purchase money, main
tenance, and up-keep of the smaller vessel." 

On 15 March 1902 the Minister for Defence, 
John Forrest, outlined his views on Australia's 
maritime defence and proposed that the Im
perial Government hold a Colonial Conference 
to discuss the matter. Forrest's strategy relied 
upon the Royal Navy Providing protection 
against invasion, however, he recognised that 
in the event of war Australia might be exposed 
to attacks on its maritime traffic and coastal 
towns by powerful cruisers. It was therefore 
necessary to provide some scheme to ensure 
against such raids. Forrest proposed renegotia
tion of the 1887 agreement for a further ten 
years, with the number and type of ships and 
financial contribution to be resolved with the 
British Government. He argued that establish
ment of an Australian Navy was beyond the 
Commonwealth's financial means. 

A Colonial Conference was held between June 
and August 1902 and resulted in a new agree
ment. Under the Naval Agreement Act of 1903 
the naval force on the Australia Station was to 
consist of: 

• one first class armoured cruiser; 
• two second class cruisers; 
• four third class cruisers; and 
• four sloops. 

The 1903 agreement enabled ships to be de
ployed wherever on the Australia, China, or 
East Indies Stations the Admiralty believed they 
might most effectively act against hostile vessels 
which threatened the trade or interests of Aus
tralia and New Zealand. Australia was to pro
vide an annual contribution not exceeding 
200,000 Pounds for maintenance of the squad
ron. 

On 24 December 1904 Captain W.R. Creswell 
was appointed as the Director of Naval Forces. 
The Naval Board which was established under 
the Defence Act of 1903-04 was convened on 
12 January 1905. Two members of the Naval 
Board were the Minister for Defence (Mr J.W. 
McCay) as president, the Director of Naval 
Forces (Creswell), and a civilian as Finance 
Member (Mr J.A. Thompson). 

Re-distribution of the Royal Navy 
Prior to 1904 the Royal Navy had a total of 

nine squadrons or fleets distributed world-wide. 
The advent of certain technological develop
ments, particularly in steam propulsion and 
wireless communications, together with inter
national events including the Japanese Alliance 
(1902), the French Entente (1904), and the emer
gence of Germany as the main potential op
ponent, resulted in moves to redistribute Royal 
Navy forces. Admiral Fisher, the First Sea Lord, 
conceived a scheme based on five great fleets 
to hold the key strategic areas of Singapore, 
the Cape of Good Hope, Alexandria, Gibraltar 
and Dover. Squadrons in the Pacific, South 
Atlantic and North America stations were with
drawn. The Eastern Fleet was for the protection 
of Singapore, Australia, China and East Indies 
stations. This re-distribution co-incided with 
concentration of the more effective fleet units 
in British waters. Consequently in 1905 the five 
battleships from China were redeployed to the 
Home Fleet and from this time the Royal Navy 
did not maintain any battleships permanently 
on station east of Suez. 

Refinement of strategic Perceptions and 
the Evolution of Maritime Force 
Structure Plans 

On 12 May 1905 the Minister for Defence, 
J.W. McCay, circulated a paper, for discussion 
at the first Council of Defence meeting, which 
outlined his views on Australia's defence. From 
his analysis McCay accorded priority, in de
scending order, to forces which would protect: 
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"Our Homes; our cities against land attack; 
our cities against bombardment and sea attack; 
and our coastal trade." He saw the addition of 
torpedo boat destroyers, or submarines, or tor
pedo boats as being necessary to complete Aus
tralia's harbour defences, and until this was 
established the creation of a fleet for coastal 
protection could not be contemplated. 

As a result of the Council of Defence's con
sideration Creswell (the Director of Naval 
Forces) was requested to prepare advice on his 
estimates of naval requirements. Creswell pro
posed the acquistion of: 

• 3 cruiser-destroyers, of 3,000 tons displace
ment, for operations in exposed waters and 
at distance from base; 

• 16 torpedo boat destroyers, of 550 tons 
displacement, for operations in coastal 
areas, and in focal areas; 

• 5 first class torpedo boats, of 205 tons 
displacement, for operations in ports and 
in protected waters; and 

• 8 second class torpedo boats, of 7 tons 
displacement, for defence of ports. 

Creswell's proposal was based on local con
struction of all vessels, and the establishment 
of repair, maintenance, and training facilities 
in Australia. No action was taken on this pro
posal as the Government changed shortly after 
it was submitted. 

A major statement on Australia's strategic 
situation was made by Alfred Deakin, on 12 
June 1905, a month before he was reinstalled 
as Prime Minister. While in many respects the 
views outlined were a synthesis of those already 
expressed by others it nevertheless provides a 
clear exposition of Government policy in the 
period 1905-08. The main points of Deakin's 
speech were: 

". . . The whole history of Australia has 
. . . been peaceful, because no war in which 
the mother country was engaged has involved 
direct risks to ourselves . . . But the march 
of events during the last few years has re
vealed the striking growth of three naval 
powers — the United States, Germany and 
Japan . . . Under all the developments of 
the modern men-of-war, Australia, which 
used to depend largely on its isolation for 
security, is now within what is termed strik
ing distance of no less than sixteen foreign 
naval stations . . . so far as fleets are con
cerned, our best protection is the squadron 

to which we contribute . . . the Australian 
Squadron may have to perform its duties at 
a great distance from the Commonwealth 
. . . We have a coast-line of from 7,000 to 
8,000 miles, and it is unreasonable to expect 
that any squadron while united can protect 
more than a portion of this. In the event, 
also, of its having to face a hostile fleet, 
perhaps at a considerable distance from Aus
tralia, our coastal shipping must be open to 
attack by any cruiser or cruisers operating 
independent of the hostile squadron." 
Deakin accepted that Australia should pro

vide a greater contribution to its martime def
ence as soon as it could be afforded. However 
he doubted that it should be undertaken until 
Australia's harbours, coaling stations, and na
val bases were 'in a fit state of protection'. In 
this context Deakin stated that: 

"It appears to me very much open to ques
tion whether our harbour defences are equal 
to the test to which they might be put. Quite 
certainly we have no vessels belonging to the 
Commonwealth which could be used, even 
to attempt to protect our coastal trade . . . 
We have no torpedo-boat destroyers, or what 
would be better for calm waters, no sub
marines capable of intimidating any raiders 
who have run the gauntlet of the forts and 
endeavour to reach the shipping in Port Jack
son or Port Phillip." 
Deakin saw a mix of submarines, torpedo 

boats and torpedo-boat destroyers, being used 
in defence of harbours, with the latter vessels 
having a sea-going capability. He recognised 
the limitations of existing submarines and noted 
that "in fine weather they would be sea-going 
to a certain extent." 

In October 1905 Creswell submitted a series 
of reports in response to questions by the Min
ister for Defence on the formation of an Aus
tralian Navy, Australian defence, and subma
rines. In relation to development of an 
Australian Navy, Creswell's proposal was es
sentially a reiteration of his May 1905 submis
sion, but extended to cover seven years. Three 
cruiser-destroyers, sixteen torpedo boat destroy
ers and fifteen torpedo boats were proposed. 

Creswell accorded highest priority to the ac
quisition of torpedo boat destroyers as he saw 
them filling important gaps in Australia's mar
itime defences, particularly in relation to col
lection of intelligence of enemy movements and 
in deterring attacks on ports and coastal ship-
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Fremantle Class Patrol Boat HMAS Wollongong. 

Auxiliary Oiler Replenishment Ship HMAS Success. 
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ping. On the other hand, he considered sub
marines to be largely unproven, expensive and 
offering little advantage over torpedo boats. 

The Deakin Government whilst supportive of 
the development of an Australian Navy was not 
sufficiently convinced by the case developed by 
Creswell to proceed towards implementation. 
Instead, on 11 November 1905, Deakin chose 
to seek the Imperial Defence Committee's ad
vice on the appropriate form of maritime def
ence for Australia. Deakin also specifically 
sought comment on CreswelPs proposal of 10 
October 1905. 

Creswell took the opportunity in his first 
annual report to Parliament, on the state of 
naval forces, to outline the case for an Austra
lian Naval Force. He postulated that during a 
conflict the Australian division of the Pacific 
Fleet was likely to be deployed away from Aus
tralian seas, and this situation must be accepted 
as the basis for Australian defence planning. 
Creswell suggested it was therefore necessary to 
provide for the defence of coastal shipping and 
population centres against raiding cruisers. This 
required the provision of special vessels, in this 
case torpedo craft, rather than the purchase of 
a complete fleet of battleships, cruisers etc. 

In May 1906, the Committee of Imperial 
Defence provided its report on a general scheme 
of defence for Australia. The Admiralty prin
cipal of concentration of its main units in home 
waters was clearly enunciated. It was stated that 
effective protection of shipping and maritime 
commerce in every sea could only be attained 
as the result of great battles in which the main 
fleets of the contending powers were concen
trated for the decisive encounters. 

In relation to the threat to Australia, the 
Committee of Imperial Defence, concluded that: 

"The employment of armoured cruisers, as 
of battleships, in Australian waters is not a 
contingency which in the light of present and 
future naval development, as far as can now 
be judged, need reasonably be expected. 

If raiding attacks on Australian ports are 
attempted the classes of vessels employed will 
therefore, in all probability be those which 
are of small value for the major operations 
of naval warfare, such as unarmoured cruis
ers or armed merchant auxiliaries . . . The 
number may be limited to a maximum of 
three or four . . . " 

The Committee of Imperial Defence noted 
that Creswell's proposal of October 1905 
claimed that destroyers could contribute both 
to the security of defended ports and to the 
protection of floating trade. It attacked both 
these propositions, arguing that the benefits to 
be rendered to coast defence by destroyers ap
peared altogether incommensurate with the ex
penditure that would be entailed by their main
tenance. It also reiterated that the protection 
of Australian floating trade, whether on the 
high seas or in coastal waters, involved the 
closely concerted action of powerful sea-going 
ships. Localised vessels of the destroyer type 
could play no effective part in securing this 
objective. In conclusion, the Committee of Im
perial Defence stated that if strategic circum
stances should change to such an extent as to 
warrant the provision of destroyers in Austra
lian waters, they would be provided by the 
Admiralty. The overall thrust of this advice was 
clearly towards inducing the Australian Gov
ernment to continue to provide for its maritime 
defences within the framework of the Naval 
Agreement of 1903. 

Concurrently with the Committee of Imperial 
Defence's deliberations, the Minister for Def
ence requested Captain Creswell to visit Eng
land to obtain information to assist the Aus
tralian Government in developing plans for the 
establishment of local naval forces. Creswell's 
investigations did little to vary his earlier opin
ions. He reported that although there had been 
considerable development of submarines their 
actual war value remained largely indetermi
nate. The information gained on torpedo craft 
only confirmed and strengthened the opinions 
set forth in his earlier reports. In relation to 
local construction Creswell found nothing to 
indicate this would not be feasible, however, 
he accepted the point made by English ship
builders that the lead craft would need to be 
built overseas to provide a guide to local ship
builders. Creswell also noted that for an Aus
tralian build virtually all materials would have 
to be imported and the higher local wages would 
lead to more costly vessels. 

In conclusion Creswell now proposed a more 
powerful and costly destroyer and first class 
torpedo boat, whilst excluding the second class 
torpedo boat. The revised scheme consisted of 
3 ocean going destroyers, 16 river class destroy
ers and 5 first class torpedo boats. 
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On 12 September 1906, a Committee of Naval 
Officers reported its views, on the Committee 
of Imperial Defence's findings. The naval of
ficers report accepted the Committee of Im
perial Defence's assessment of the most prob
able nature of attack, but considered that the 
grounds for rejecting establishment of Com
monwealth Naval Forces was insufficiently de
veloped. The Committee of Naval Officers 
recommended: 

• For the defence of trade routes — acquis-
tion of three first class ocean going de
stroyers and one second class ocean going 
destroyer (TRIBAL class). 

• For defence of ports and for protection of 
communications facilities and defence 
against landing parties — acquisition of 
sixteen coastal destroyers (RIVER class) 
and four first class torpedo boats. 

The Government's position on the conflicting 
opinions offered by the Committee of Imperial 
Defence and the Committee of Naval Officers 
was announced by Prime Minister Deakin in 
his speech of 26 September 1906 on the budget 
estimates. Deakin acknowledged that the 
schemes proposed demanded expenditure on 
defence which was, at that time, beyond Aus
tralia's means and it would be necessary to seek 
"more economical methods than those at pres
ent advised." He then proceeded to outline the 
Government's intentions on military and naval 
defence. This included the acquisition, over a 
three year period, of four torpedo boats at a 
total cost of 120,000 Pounds and eight River 
class coastal destroyers at a total cost of 640,000 
Pounds. The proposal included the purchase 
from the British of one or two torpedo boats 
as rapidly as possible, whilst investigations pro
ceeded into the cost of locally building the 
remaining vessels. Deakin believed the increased 
costs of local construction was justified by the 
development of an Australian repair and main
tenance capability. As one of the main points 
of justification for development of local naval 
forces, Deakin referred to the growing German 
naval strength and noted that if Britain were 
to lose domination of the oceans it could expose 
Australia to attacks of a more serious nature 
than those assessed by the Committee of Im
perial Defence. 

One of the initial steps towards implementa
tion of the proposal announced by Deakin was 
to send Commander Colquhoun and Engineer 

Commander Clarkson to Britain, Japan and 
the United States to inquire into all aspects of 
naval defence and to obtain tenders from British 
builders for the first class torpedo boat and 
coastal destroyer. 

Creswell, in commenting on the coastal de
stroyer design, explained that high speed had 
been traded off to provide for increased hull 
strength, radius of action, armament and am
munition stowage. Radius of action and good 
sea-keeping characteristics were seen to be par
ticularly important because of the large dis
tances involved and as heavy seas could be 
encountered immediately outside all Australian 
ports. 

During April — May 1907 a Colonial Con
ference was held in London. One of the major 
topics was naval defence. At this conference 
the First Lord of the Admiralty, Lord Tweed-
mouth stated: 

". . . In the opinion of the Government, 
while the distribution of the fleet must be 
determined by strategical requirements of 
which the Admiralty are the judge, it would 
be of great assistance if the colonial govern
ments would undertake to provide for local 
service in the Imperial squardrons the smaller 
vessels that are useful for defence against 
possible raids or for co-operation with a 
squadron . . . in this work, the submarine 
is probably the most important and the most 
effective weapon . . . the provision of sub
marines and all the smaller torpedo destroy
ers and boats would be of the greatest help 
to the Navy. . ." 

The Colonial Conference closed with an un
derstanding that the Colonial Governments 
would formally communicate their proposed 
form of naval assistance to the Admiralty. 

Deakin decided to outline the Government's 
intentions to Parliament on 13 December 1907. 
He drew heavily on Admiralty advice at the 
Colonial Conference and quoted extensively 
from overseas naval authorities on the virtues 
of submarines. The scheme now placed a strong 
emphasis on the submarine as the main means 
of providing for local defences. Deakin planned 
to acquire nine C class submarines (50,000 
Pounds each) and six first class torpedo boat 
destroyers (42,000 Pounds each) over a three 
year period. The initial ships were to be pur
chased overseas with the remaining vessels 
locally built. Distribution of vessels was to be: 
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• News South Wales — 2 submarines and 1 
destroyer: 

• Victoria — 2 submarines and 1 destroyer; 
• Queensland — 2 submarines (perhaps 1 at 

Thursday Island) and 1 destroyer; 
• South Australia — 1 submarine and 1 de

stroyer; 
• Western Australia — 1 submarine and 1 

destroyer; and 
• Tasmania — 1 submarine and 1 destroyer. 
In the period between the Colonial Confer

ence of 1907 and the Prime Minister's an
nouncement of December 1907, Creswell had 
mounted a sustained campaign against the ac-
quistion of submarines. 
On the day of the Prime Minister's speech he 
advised the Minister for Defence that: 

"My reasons for using every endeavour to 
dissuade the Government from including 
submarines in any of their proposals are: 
• that submarines will be useless for Aus

tralia under present conditions or against 
any attacks possible to occur; 

• they will be unusable under weather and 
sea conditions of common occurrence with 
us; and 

• they will in no way contribute to that 
Naval development (so vital to the future 
of Australia) and valuable by-product of 
the Naval Defence Scheme already sub
mitted to the Government by myself and 
a Committee of Naval Officers." 

On 5 February 1909 the Fisher Government 
approved the purchase of three torpedo boat 
destroyers. A telegram was sent to the Officer-
in-Charge, Commonwealth Officers, London 
on the day of the Cabinet decision, requesting 
him to obtain from the firms who previously 
tendered, quotations and the time required for 
delivery of two boats, together with a separate 
quote for a destroyer to be assembled in Aus
tralia. 

On 13 March 1909, the Minister for Defence 
authorised the acceptance of the Denny/Fair
field tender for two Torpedo Boat Destroyers 
at a cost of 81,500 Pounds each to be built in 
Britain and one further vessel at a cost of 72,500 
Pounds to be erected in Britain, taken to pieces 
and shipped to Australia where it would be 
reassembled. The total cost of the third vessel, 
including freight and reassembly costs, was 
101,000 Pounds. The later destroyers built in 
Australia were considerably more expensive with 

costs ranging from 148,300 Pounds for Huon 
to 160,900 Pounds for Swan. The contract and 
specifications were agreed and signed by the 
middle of April 1909. Keels for all three vessels 
were laid in the beginning of June 1909 and 
the lead vessel, Parramatta completed in June 
1910. She was followed by the Yarra and War-
rego, the latter being assembled in Australia. 

Development of the Fleet Unit 
On 16 March 1909 the British Prime Minister 

and First Lord of the Admiralty, in speaking 
on the Navy Estimates for 1909-10, expressed 
concern that Germany's battleship building pro
gramme threatened British supremacy at sea. 
Parliament was asked to approve an increase 
of 2,750,000 pounds for 1909-10 which would 
permit the Government to build four new bat
tleships, and to agree to commence another four 
battleships should German competition dicate. 
The Colonies reponded with various offers of 
either direct assistance or by way of building 
up local naval forces. 

On 15 April the Australian Government ad
vised Britain that whereas all the Dominions 
should share in the burden of maintaining Brit
ish naval supremacy, as far as Australia was 
concerned this would best be done through local 
naval development. On Mr Deakin succeeding 
Mr Fisher as Prime Minister a further telegram 
was sent offering an Australian battleship, or 
such addition to its naval strength as might be 
determined after consultation. 

As a result of these developments the British 
Government called an Imperial Conference to 
discuss the naval and military defence of the 
Empire and how the various colonies might best 
contribute. At this conference the Admiralty 
tabled a paper, on 20 July 1909, which detailed 
its views on the form in which the various 
Dominion Governments could best participate 
in Imperial Defence. This paper suggested that 
any Dominion Government wishing to create a 
navy should aim at forming a distinct fleet unit 
consisting of at least the following: 

• 1 Battle-cruiser (Indomitable class) 17,250 
tons; 

• 3 light cruisers (Bristol class) 4,800 tons; 
• 6 Destroyers (improved River class) 700 

tons; 
• 3 submarines (C class) 313 tons; and 
• necessary auxiliaries such as depot and re

pair ships. 
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In relation to coastal defence forces the Ad
miralty stated that: 

"Under certain conditions the establishment 
of local defence flotillas, consisting of tor
pedo craft and submarines, might be of as
sistance in time of war to the operations of 
the fleet, but such flotillas cannot co-operate 
on the high seas in the wider duties of pro
tection of trade and preventing attacks from 
hostile cruisers and squadrons. The opera
tions of destroyers and torpedo boats are 
necessarily limited to the waters near the 
coast or to a radius of action not far distant 
from a base . . . A scheme limited to torpedo 
craft would not in itself, moreover, be a good 
means of gradually developing a self-con
tained fleet capable of both offence and def
ence. Unless a naval force — whatever its 
size — complies with this condition, it can 
never take its proper place in the organisation 
of an Imperial navy distributed strategically 
over the whole area of British interests." 

On 24 November 1909, the Minister for Def
ence, Joseph Cook introduced a motion into 
the House of Representatives to implement the 
scheme adopted at the Imperial Conference. 
The motion was subsequently approved with 
funding provided for acquistion of the ships 
under the Naval Loan Bill of 1909. 

Original planning was that all vessels, except 
the torpedo boat destroyers, be built in Britain. 
However, it was later decided that the third 
light cruiser be locally built. The first tender 
let was for the battle cruiser Australia in March 
1910. It was followed by acceptance of the 
tenders for the light cruisers, Melbourne and 
Sydney, in October 1910 and the submarines, 
AE1 and AE2 in December 1910. Orders were 
later placed in Britain for an oiler and depot 
ship. 

Progress on the locally built vessels was 
slower, it was not until 27 March 1911 that the 
Prime Minister approached the Premier of New 
South Wales seeking his advice on whether his 
Government would be prepared to undertake 
construction of a light cruiser, Brisbane, and 
three torpedo boat destroyers Derwent (later 
renamed Huon), Swan and Torrens, The Acting 
Premier responded on 30 March 1911 indicating 
his Government's willingness to construct these 
vessels. A formal agreement was signed on 18 
June 1912 by the Minister for Defence and the 
NSW Minister for Public Works. The first 

locally built vessel, HMAS Huon, did not com
plete until 2 February 1916. 

In June 1912 the clipper ship Sobraon was 
acquired from the New South Wales Govern
ment and commissioned as HMAS Tingira. She 
was employed as a boys training ship. On 1 
July 1912 the light cruiser HMS Encounter was 
loaned to Australia, until Brisbane completed, 
and was used for locally training crews for the 
Australian Fleet. The recruits, after passing 
through a preliminary course in the Naval De
pot, Williamstown, were drafted to the En
counter and, after completing their course in 
that ship, were sent to England to join the ships 
building there. The light cruiser HMS Pioneer 
was presented to the Australian Government on 
1 March 1913 to be used for gunnery training. 

Parramatta was the first ship of the Austra
lian Fleet to complete. She arrived in Melbourne 
in December 1910 with her sister ship Yarra. 
Warrego commissioned on 1 June 1912. Mel
bourne reached Fremantle on 10 March 1913 
and was followed some six months later by the 
Australia and Sydney. Arrival of the two latter 
ships was co-ordinated with a formal fleet entry 
into Sydney Harbour on 4 October 1913. On 
21 October 1913 the Admiralty handed control 
of the Australia Station to the Naval Board. 
Royal Navy ships remaining in Australasian 
waters were reclassified as the New Zealand 
Division. 

Ships taking part in the fleet entry were the 
battle-cruiser Australia, light cruisers Encoun
ter, Melbourne and Sydney, and the destroyers 
Parramatta, Warrego and Yarra. Other ships 
of the Royal Australian Navy at this time were 
the gunboats Protector and Gayundah, torpedo 
boats Countess of Hopetoun and Childers, the 
submarines AE1 and AE2, and the training ship 
Tingira. Building in Australia were the cruiser 
Brisbane and destroyers Torrens, Swan and 
Derwent. Orders had also been placed for the 
oiler Kurumba and depot ship Platypus to be 
built in Britain. 

Admiral Henderson's Report 
Cabinet decided on 24 May 1910 to seek the 

advice of a British expert on the location of 
naval bases and training facilities. It had been 
hoped that Admiral of the Fleet, Lord Fisher, 
would accept the invitation but Admiral, Sir 
Reginald Henderson was ultimately appointed. 
In Henderson's discussions with the Australian 
Minister for Defence, on his arrival, the terms 
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Royal Australian Naval College HMAS Creswell, Jervis Bay. 

Hydrographic Service Ships HMAS Moresby and HMAS Cook. 

The Flying Navy. 
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of reference for the investigations were widened 
to report on all measures to be taken in the 
formation of the Australian Fleet. 

Admiral Henderson submitted his report on 
1 March 1911 and defined the primary purpose 
of an Australian Navy as the immediate support 
of the rest of the Empire's naval forces. A 
secondary objective was the protection of ports 
and shipping from raids and incursions by hos
tile ships and cruisers. 

A total of 8 battle cruisers, 10 light cruisers, 
18 destroyers, 12 submarines, 3 depot ships and 
1 repair ship were proposed for acquisition be
tween 1918 and 1933. The Fleet was also to be 
divided into eastern and western divisions and 
allocated (See Table 2). 

The Australian Government's initial response 
to the Henderson Report was to defer any ac
tion to implement the recommendations until 
after the Imperial Conference of 1911. 
Although no progress was made before World 
War I to expand the Australian Fleet, some 
work on the establishment of base facilities 
proceeded. Works commenced on facilities in 
Sydney; Flinders Naval Base, Victoria; Hen
derson Naval Base, Cockburn Sound; and Port 
Stephens. Land was also acquired at Port Lin
coln, Albany, Brisbane and Hobart, while the 
Governments of the various States were asked 
to reserve land at the other sites mentioned in 
the Henderson Report. 

As part of the development of proposals for 
defence infrastructure, Brigadier-General Gor

don, Chief of the General Staff, together with 
Captain Hughes-Onslow and Commander 
Thring visited northern Australia and Papua in 
1913. Although the main purpose of their visit 
was to report on the future of Thursday Island 
as a fortified base and the siting of a high 
power wireless station, they also took the op
portunity to comment on general strategic con
siderations. Their report concluded, inter-alia, 
that: the north-west, Northern Territory and 
north of Queensland was vulnerable to attack; 
there was a urgent need to select harbours for 
the operation of the Australian fleet unit in the 
north; and there should be a study into the 
relationship of harbours to the trade routes 
supporting Australian commerce. 

Hence although the focus of infrastructure 
development was in the south, there was rec
ognition of the strategic importance of northern 
Australia and the need in the longer term to 
develop an understanding of the operational 
and support implications of Australian naval 
activity in that area. 

During 1913 the Naval Board developed its 
proposals for the period 1913-1916. An annual 
expenditure of 3 million pounds was sought for 
naval defence and included the construction of 
one battle-cruiser, three torpedo boat destroy
ers, two submarines, one supply ship and a 
naval aircraft. The proposals were based on the 
recommendations of the Henderson Report. 
While the Fisher Government supported the 
proposal, and indicated its intention to use the 

Table 2 

SQUADRON OR FLOTILLA 

First Main Squadron 
First Cruiser Squadron 
First Destroyer Flotilla 

Second Destroyer Flotilla 

First Submarine Flotilla 

Second Main Squadron 

Second Cruiser Squadron 
Third Destroyer Flotilla 

Second Submarine Flotilla 

Third Submarine Flotilla 

Fourth Submarine Flotilla 

COMPOSITION PRINCIPAL BASE 

EASTERN DIVISION 
4 battle cruisers Sydney 
5 light cruisers Sydney 
6 destroyers Brisbane 
1 depot ship 
6 destroyers Westernport 
1 depot ship 
3 submarines Port Stephens 

WESTERN DIVISION 
4 battle cruisers Fremantle 
1 repair ship 
5 light cruisers Fremantle 
6 destroyers Fremantle 
1 depot ship 
3 submarines Westernport 

3 submarines Port Lincoln 

3 submarines Fremantle 

SUB-BASES 

Thursday Island 
Thursday Island 
Thursday Island and 
Townsville 
Hobart, River Tamar, 
Port Lincoln 
Sydney, Brisbane 

Darwin, Westernport 

Darwin, Westernport 
Albany, Darwin, 
Cone Bay 
Hobart, River Tamar, 
Port Lincoln 
River Tamar, Hobart, 
Westernport 
Albany, Darwin, 
Cone Bay 
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Henderson recommendations as a guide to pol
icy, it lost office in May 1913. 

Development of a More Self-Reliant 
Posture 

Australia was represented at the 1911 Im
perial Conference by the Prime Minister, Mr 
Andrew Fisher, and the Minister for Defence, 
Senator George F. Pearce. On the main naval 
issues, the Australian delegation argued for a 
greater dominion contribution in the formula
tion of imperial defence policy, local control of 
dominion navies, and supported extension of 
the Anglo-Japanese alliance. The conference ac
cepted that the naval forces of Australia and 
Canada would be exclusively under the control 
of their respective Governments. The limits of 
geographic control were defined and intentions 
to send Colonial ships outside these limits were 
to be notified to the Admiralty. Concurrence 
of the British Government was also to be sought 
for visits to foreign ports and whilst in port the 
commanding officer was required to obey any 
instructions, on international matters, from the 
British Government. Government was also to 
be sought for visits to foreign ports and whilst 
in port the commanding officer was required 
to obey any instructions, on international mat
ters, from the British Government. 

On completion of the Imperial Conference 
the Admiralty proposed to King George V that 
he approve the prefix "Royal" being attached 
to Australia's naval forces and that her warships 
be called His Majesty's Australian ships. The 
submission was annotated by King George V: 
"I approve of this memorandum with great 
satisfaction." 

An intimation that the British Government 
did not intend to proceed with development of 
a Far East Fleet, as agreed at the 1909 Imperial 
Conference, was provided in a speech by Win
ston Churchill on 15 May 1912 when he stated 
that the Royal Navy would be concentrated in 
home waters, while the Dominion navies pa
trolled the British possessions elsewhere. While 
the Austrailian Government's initial reaction 
was one of support, it gradually began to grasp 
the full implications for Australia's security. 

In a further speech on 26 March 1913 
Churchill called on the colonies to make a more 
substantial contribution to Imperial naval def
ence, either in the form of Colonial navies, or 
preferably by contributions to the Royal Navy. 

He also announced an intention to create an 
Imperial Squadron, based at Gibraltar, which 
would be available for service in any part of 
the world. This squadron was to be formed by 
colonial contributions, including HM Ships New 
Zealand and Malaya and three Canadian bat
tleships. The Australian Government consid
ered such a squadron to be totally inadequate 
for protection of a world-wide empire and stated 
at the Imperial Defence Committee in 1913 that 
the Pacific dominions did not feel happy that 
their security should rest almost solely on the 
maintenance of the Anglo-Japanese alliance. 
Australia feared that a situation could arise 
where the alliance was either ineffective or had 
been terminated, and the existence of the Ger
man Fleet would prevent the Royal Navy from 
strengthening its forces in the Pacific. 

On 15 August 1913 the Australian Govern
ment formally sought advice from the Admi
ralty on its intention to establish the China and 
East Indies units of the Far East Fleet. The 
Admiralty advised that as a result of the changed 
naval situation, since the 1911 conference, it 
had been decided to defer development of the 
fleet in the precise form contemplated. The 
Admiralty argued that the distribution of battle 
cruisers and light cruisers projected in the 1909 
agreement bore no resemblance to the threats 
which might be encountered in the Far East. A 
table detailing the naval strengths of various 
nations in the Pacific, excluding the Japanese 
because of the Anglo-Japanese Treaty, formed 
the basis for the Admiralty's argument that any 
potential enemy ships in the Pacific could be 
adequately dealt with by lesser vessels than bat
tle-cruisers of the Invincible class. It was con
cluded, therefore, that battle-cruisers would 
more usefully be stationed in European waters. 
This position was re-stated by Churchill on 16 
March 1914 in a speech on the naval estimates. 
He argued that a battle-cruiser was not a nec
essary part of a Dominion Fleet Unit and that 
the presence of such vessels in the Pacific was 
not necessary to British interests. 

Australia's response was detailed by Senator 
Reid, the Minister for Defence, on 13 April 
1914 when he remarked that Mr Churchill's 
statement involved: 

" 1 . The definite non-fulfilment by the Admi
ralty of Obligations undertaken by the 1909 
agreement. 
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Proud and Professional. 

The Amphibious Heavy Lift Ship, HMAS Tobruk in calm waters. 
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Preserving the Environment on Spectacle Island. 
Painting by Jeff Isaacs. 

Patrol Boat, HMAS Whyalla in a stormy Sydney Harbour. 
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2. The destruction of the basis on which the 
Royal Australian Navy was organised, and 
as a result of which the Australian people 
committed themselves to the expenditure 
of several millions of public money. . . 

3. The announcement of a vital departure in 
many important respects from a policy 
agreed upon between the Dominions and 
the Imperial Government, without any pre
vious consultation with, or even prelimi
nary notification to, the government of the 
Dominions." 

Reid declared that Australia would pursue the 
policy on which she embarked in 1909 as it was 
seen to be "vital to the cause of Imperial def
ence and Imperial union, and an essential safe
guard for her own protection." 

It was now accepted that Australia could not 
rely on Britain for its maritime defence and in 
June 1914, shortly before commencement of 
World War 1, the Minister for Defence an
nounced that the Government would build two 
more light cruisers of the Brisbane class and 
two submarines at a total cost of 1,700,000 
Pounds. The material for the first cruiser, later 
named Adelaide, was to be obtained immedi
ately. Adelaide was the only ship of this pro
gram to be built and she did not complete until 
August 1922. 

Synopsis 
In a little over a decade since achieving 

nationhood Australia had acquired a modern 
fleet unit and as such was the first British colony 
to take a substantive step to provide for her 
own maritime defence. 

To a large extent the strategic and defence 
policy perceptions, which culminated in estab
lishment of the Royal Australian Navy in 1911, 
are synonymous with those which have been 
recently regenerated. 

Despite the incremental impact of technolog
ical developments on the nature of conventional 
warfare Australia's defence situation has re
mained essentially unaltered. This has been in
fluenced in no small way by the enduring impact 
of geography and its central importance to the 
formulation of defence policy. 

Regardless of Australia's various alliance 
commitments, since Federation, the basic con
cern has remained the direct defence of Aus
tralia. There has over the years, however, been 

some fluctuation in views on how this might 
best be achieved. 

A central feature of the 1901-1914 period is 
the striking similarity to a number of aspects 
of Australia's present strategic and maritime 
perceptions. These include: 

• lack of a clearly defined or identified threat; 
• pre-eminence of the maritime environment 

in force structure planning; 
• assessment that small-scale raids, or in cur

rent jargon low-level contingencies, should 
be our primary force structure determinant 
rather than the threat of major invasion; 

• an awareness of the strategic importance 
of Australia's northern maritime ap
proaches and the need to develop maritime 
infrastructure to support operations in the 
north; 

• lack of a clearly defined maritime strategy, 
or concept of operations; 

• focus on ship characteristics and perform
ance directly relevant to Australia's geo
graphic and strategic situation; 

• recognition that our allies might be either 
unwilling or unable to come to Australia's 
assistance in time of defence emergency; 
and 

• implicit acceptance of the benefits of local 
manufacture of defence equipment and 
willingness to incur the associated financial 
premiums. 

Given the enduring nature of Australia's def
ence posture it is unfortunate that greater at
tention is not accorded, in the formulation of 
defence policy, to reassessing the lessons of 
history with particular attention to the rationale 
for development of the earlier policies. U 
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Flagship — HMAS Stalwart. 

HMAS Onslow— "Conning Home 



Leadership 

By Commodore Paul Berger, RAN 

In most Educational Institutions, Leadership 
is addressed as a part of courses dealing with 

Sociology or Management. In one sense that is 
the way it must be for Leadership is not a true 
discipline. It has no established authorities, no 
recognized spokesman, and no unique assump
tions. Much is taught about Management and 
indeed any ambitious or capable young Man
ager is very eager to learn and put into practice 
all he can on this topic. There is often confusion 
about the differences between Management and 
Leadership and I will address these later. Turn
ing now to Leadership — the importance of 
this in all sectors of our society has never been 
greater and I believe that there are some learn-
able truths that underpin good Leadership. 

The single most important foundation for any 
Leadership Course is History. That subject gives 
perspective to the problems of the present and 
drives home the point that there really is very 
little new under the sun. Busy people today 
have a tendency to view their dilemma as unique 
and think that they deserve an easy way out of 
some of their problems, many therefore feel 
that they owe it to themselves to sometimes 
reduce their obligations with regard to custom, 
or law, or perhaps even morality. Some famil
iarity with a small portion of our world's 4,000 
years of recorded history shows that there have 
always been pressures, fears and doubts. How
ever, life on the modern treadmill gives one a 
false sense of security that values will be issued 
by the system whenever the need arises. When 
you take the competitive pressures on private 
and indeed public enterprise and add the twists 
of politics, economics and social revolution at 
an ever increasing rate, then Leaders in all fields 
consider that they are out at the end of a long 
limb. 

Philosophy is an equally logical discipline 
from which to draw insights into Leadership. 
Current literature shows us that Social Sciences 
have not replaced the work of Socrates. 
Thoughts that there is such a thing as central 
objective truth and what is "just" transcends 
self interest. Also that it is by our own achieve

ments that we gain the greatest satisfaction, 
implicit in this is how this was achieved: 
Whether from dint of sweat of our brow, or 
benefiting from the work of another. The op
portunist may make significant short-term gains 
at the expense of his fellow person but each 
time this is done some self respect is forfeited. 
As a nineteenth century Swiss Historian Jacob 
Birchart wrote "Honour is often what remains 
after faith, love and hope are lost". There are 
differences between the Military and Civilian 
approach to Leadership. First of all, in business 
they usually refer to Management, whilst the 
services refer to Leadership which is defined 
here as "the power to inspire and direct others 
under normal conditions and in an emergency". 

In a young officer's early training it is con
stantly stressed to be alert, to assess as many 
factors as can be done rapidly and to consult 
with any advisors quickly. Then the person in 
command must promptly, clearly and with every 
appearance of confidence say 'we shall do this'. 
Of course there will be bad examples and bad 
luck; the Charge of The Light Brigade springs 
rapidly to mind. But it is surprising how often 
good luck and good examples attend those who 
exhibit good Leadership qualities and vice versa. 

Most service people would look on Leader
ship as the projection of personality. That is 
to say the combination of example, persuasion, 
and sometimes perhaps even compulsion that 
makes people do what you want. Personality is 
usually seen as a blend of flexibility of mind, 
judgement, courage and willpower. With cour
age, the greater the responsibility the more the 
emphasis shifts from physical to moral courage. 

Unflattering pictures are sometimes por
trayed of Colonel Blimp types who insist on an 
order being carried out as an alternative to 
bending the mind and thinking about it. There 
are still a few . . . but probably very few 
examples of these people, whose flexibility of 
mind and judgement are not of a sufficiently 
high order. But there are not many examples 
in the Australian Defence Force, where social 
position, earlier courage or strict adherence to 
regulations and discipline have caused a person 
to be promoted beyond middle rank. 

Turning now to the civilian or management 
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approach. The practice of this is more a science, 
more a matter of accurate calculation, statistics 
and methods when compared with the Military 
Leadership whose practice is more an art. Man
agement usually boils down to economic man
agement with one of the resorces being man
power. It is interesting to note that in industries 
and large firms which have come through a 
downturn the majority of general managers are 
accountants or people with a finance back
ground and unfortunately as a general rule these 
are often not people persons. 

The mecca of young potential managers in 
the Western World is Harvard University for 
its world renowned master of business admin
istration course. Having read through the syl
labus and discussed the course with graduates 
and having watched the careers and attitudes 
of others over a span of 20 years, I have reached 
the conclusion that the course often brings out 
selfish attitudes. To capitalize on the strong 
belief that every man can be more than he is, 
the already highly ambitious achievers are placed 
into a very competitive situation. The equivalent 
courses in Australian Universities appear to be 
not so competitive and the attitude to personal 
relations is less manipulative. The courses on 
management at the Australian Administrative 
Staff College at Mt Eliza, Victoria, are held in 
high regard and there is much concern for and 
attention to personnel management. Five years 
ago I observed that a significant number of the 
directing staff were psychologists of some note. 

What I referred to in the last few paragraphs 
as the main differences between Leadership and 
Management is of necessity a simplified view 
in order to make a point. 1 should "and on the 
other hand" mention that on the military side 
with no fighting in the last fifteen years, there 
has been far more emphasis particularly in Can
berra, on the micro-economic and analysis side 
of management. This is to help junior and 
middle-level officers adapt from operational and 
personnel type environments to perform better 
in the selection of more cost effective options. 
In the USA, the Secretary of Defense, Mr 
McNamara led the Pentagon and subsequently 
other military sections down the analytical man
agement path in the 1960s. Now young officers 
there in the last three years have suddenly, in 
a further phase, rediscovered Leadership and 
an attitude akin to a cult has developed from 
a series of speeches given by General Sir John 
Hackett, a noted British General, author and 

persuasive lecturer, who has always conveyed 
care and concern for the personnel who have 
served under him. 

There is controversy about the difference be
tween Leadership and Management. One could 
argue: 

— That Leadership embraces the whole area 
of directing men, and Management is one of 
these many parts. 
or 

— That Managment encompasses the five 
functions of planning, organizing, directing, co
ordinating and controlling the resources of men, 
facilities and money. 

In the second assertion Management connotes 
the 'whole' with Leadership one of its parts to 
be mastered by all good managers. 

The controversy about the difference between 
Leadership and Management has probably built 
up because two nations were pushing their own 
administration products in competition. Amer
ica 'discovered' and publicized the benefits of 
its analytical study in a "look at me" manner. 
Britain responded in a "ho hum" fashion and 
with an "of course old boy only we understand 
Leadership, we have been doing that for cen
turies". 

My view is that in common usuage, for Lead
ership the emphasis is on people and for man
agement the emphasis is on business be it private 
or public. That suits the majority of occasions 
but if you talk about a national level of Lead
ership than that embraces the whole panorama 
of a nation's endeavour. 

An aspect of Leadership and Management 
which should be examined further is whether it 
is an art or a science. Earlier I stated that history 
and philosophy help to give understanding. 
Nevertheless in this increasing scientific world 
Management and primarily American Manage
ment is attempting to codify and place into 
matrixes the different ingredients. 

Much writing in the last few years show that 
leader styles range from Autocratic (Authori
tarian) to Democratic (Permissive) and help to 
show readers what styles are best for different 
situations and for the group being led. Most 
people operate around the middle of the two 
extremes by using a variable style ranging from 
selling decisions (often made unilaterally) — on 
the Autocratic side of centre — to asking for 
group decisions (Permissive side). An American 
Management expert Stirling Livingston studied 
this subject and produced a matrix which is 
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very helpful to anyone who aspires to Leading/ 
Managing. 

Livingston makes the point that while it is 
possible for either a high-pressure or low-pres
sure type to develop into a variable Leader/ 
Manager, it is impossible for a high-pressure 
type to become a successful low-pressure type 
and vice versa. Military Leaders tend to be high-
pressure and variable, while Leaders in the ac
ademic community are more low-pressure and 
variable. 

There are many other grids, models and 
frameworks which have been developed dealing 
with Leadership/Management traits. 

There is one theory I wish to draw your 
attention to, and that is the Belbin Theory 
which deals with the principles of team design 
and why some teams are more successful than 
others. 

Dr Belbin of the Industrial Training Research 
Unit at Cambridge was concerned that often a 
group of very clever individuals or a "super
star" team was far less successful solving a 
difficult problem than some other teams. He 
studied the situation intently and came up with 
some extensively documented and convincing 
answers. 

In essence he found that members of man
agement teams have dual roles. The first, the 
functional role is because of the member's 
position as accountant, engineer, or marketing 
executive etc. The second role, the team role is 
less obvious but is the characteristic a person 
adopts when part of any team. This team role 
can range from the ideas man/woman, or the 
person who wants decisions finalized, to the 
one who tends to pour cold water on proposals. 
Belbin identified eight main secondary roles as 
the best to balance and complement each other. 
He called these chairman, shaper, plant, mon-
itor-evaluator, company worker, team worker, 
resource investigator and completer-finisher. 

Most teams don't have the benefit of being 
chosen for their second role characteristic. In 
the past, directors of large companies were cho
sen for their specialist ability as an accountant, 
lawyer (usually specializing in equity), or for 
their business experience and also because they 
had an outlook akin to that of the chairman. 
In good times, performance would be generally 
good, but in bad times, many companies would 
perform badly because their board of directors 
had lacked a monitor-evaluator (critical thinker) 

over the previous few years or perhaps a plant 
(creative disposition). 

You are probably thinking by now that what 
used to be an instinctive art cultivated by read
ing and observation, has now become a science. 
However, if natural ability is not present and 
personality attributes are not favourable, it is 
unlikely that great success as a Leader/Manager 
will follow in spite of much study. 

Leading/Managing was easier in bygone 
days when things happened more slowly and 
change was more gradual. Labour was cheap, 
"carrots" to reward didn't have to be as big 
or gift wrapped and "sticks" to encourage were 
part of the scene. Most information came down 
via the boss and the boss was not put under 
pressure by instant exposure to the press. 

Leaders/Managers rose because of their or-
atorial skills and probably also due to shrewd
ness, writing ability and high levels of physical 
and mental endurance. 

Today it is harder, Leaders/Managers need 
to be all things to all people and any small 
weakness or trip up is immediately pounced on. 
Some of the "great" oldies would have had 
their weakness widely broadcast if they lived 
today. Chinks in their armour would have been 
highlighted and history would have had far 
more muddied and broken reputations strewn 
on the sands of time. 

In these very competitive times many Lead
ers/Managers only want to tell good news. What 
used to be taken as fact and commitment now 
often becomes good intentions. With a mass of 
constantly changing news and information 
statements, people tend to forget, or accept that 
the circumstances have changed. 

People look for different qualities in their 
Leaders in different decades and also to over
come different predicaments. With the benefit 
of hindsight it is no surprise to us now that 
Winston Churchill, who was generally so bril
liant in a war situation, was virtually dumped 
when the comparative trivia of peacetime reg
ulating failed to excite him. 

Different times bring out the Leader/Man
ager who does relate and who does have inter
est, natural talent and determination to effec
tively deal with a major situation. 

Once the basic drives (fear, food and affec
tion) have been attended to, people from all 
ages want to belong to a well led organization 
which is seen as successful. This applies from 
the mightiest nation down to say the smallest 
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store. In their employment, people generally 
don't like to think they are marking time. Pride 
and job satisfaction are in many ways more 
satisfying than material rewards. 

"When the going gets tough the tough get 
going" is a saying that has been applied to 
some people's reactions to different tough times 
in the past. It is a pity the singer/writer Billy 
Ocean used so much literary licence, because 
that pop song does not do justice to the saying. 

To be successful all Leaders and Managers 
need to understand the attitudes and mood of 
their personnel no matter what the field of 
endeavour. Australia has been lucky and there 
has not been (comparatively) a lot of blood, 
sweat and tears expended in our history partic
ularly in the last 100 years to make traditions, 
mould character and act as a focus for national 
pride. Most Australians have an aggressive dis
like of discipline unless there is an urgent need 
for it. There is an instinctive need to pull down 
tall poppies so the only heroes likely in Australia 
are those who exploits clearly can't be expected 
to last long. Hence we laud Ned Kelly, Don 
Bradman, Dennis Lillee and Paul Hogan. They 
are quickly retired from most things except our 
Quirky Australian public affection. 

And finally to the young people just through 
defence training — moulded in the selfish sev
enties, now still in an age of relaxed dedication 
and mental discipline. Many of you have peers 
out there searching for jobs, for peace, or seek
ing astral communication, free love or a sect 
that promises psychological perfection. In one 
of the longest periods of general peace, our 

nation does not seem to have clear goals. People 
turn to cash cricket, marathons and single 
handed yacht races round the world whilst tech
nological change is setting an ever faster beat. 

I pose some questions to you future Leaders 
of our Defence Force which must be on the 
minds of many young men and women. How 
will each of you cope with the uncertainty of 
the future? How much should you allow prag
matism to overtake your idealism? How will 
each of you be a successful Leader/Manager 
when emotional motivators can't stay in one 
place for long? 

I can't tell you, each of you will have to seek 
out and learn the answers in your own way. 
Don't hold back and think it is too difficult, 
give it a go, practise as each opportunity pre
sents itself. After meeting and talking with many 
young service people in the last year and as
sessing the calibre, I am confident that most of 
you will find a way. U 
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The Naval Dockyard Police 

By Chief Inspector P.J. Mangan, RAN 

Introduction 

The formation of the Naval Police occurred 
on the 1st July, 1913, when the Royal Naval 

establishments in the Sydney area were handed 
over to the Royal Australian Navy. 

The branch was at that time known as the 
Naval Dockyard Police. It had been established 
to relieve the Royal Marine Light Infantry mem
bers who had carried out the guarding and 
policing duties at Garden Island, Spectacle Is
land and the Royal Edward Victualling Yard 
since 1867. Since the Commonwealth Govern
ment had acquired the Cockatoo Island Dock
yard from the NSW Government on the 31st 
January 1913, it was also decided to have Naval 
Dockyard Police also take over from the six 
civilian Special Constables who had been em
ployed by the NSW Public Works Department. 

Although it had been decided, as early as the 
18th May, 1911, to form a 'Special Police Force' 
of the Permanent Naval Forces to relieve the 
Royal Marines, it was not until the 8th May, 
1913, that the Minister for Defence, Senator 
Pearce, approved the formation of the 'Naval 
Police Force' with a complement of forty mem
bers. 

On the 13th May, 1913, the first of a series 
of advertisements appeared in all the major 
daily newspapers throughout Australia, inviting 
ex-members of the Royal Navy, Royal Marines 
and the Royal Australian Navy to apply for the 
new 'Force'. The advertisement read" 

"Applications are invited from persons qual
ified for appointment as NAVAL POLICE 
at HMA Naval Establishments Sydney. 
Applicants must be not less than 30 nor more 
than 45 years of age on the 1st July, 1913. 
Preference will be given to married men who 
have completed not less than five years serv
ice in the Royal Navy, Royal Marines, or 
the Royal Australian Navy. 
Applications must be made on the prescribed 
forms which may be obtained, together with 
full particulars as to rates of pay, conditions 
of appointment, etc., on application to the 

District Naval Officer, Naval Staff Office (in 
the state of application). 
Applications must be sent direct to the Naval 
Secretary, Navy Office, Melbourne, to reach 
him not later than 9th June, 1913." 

S.A. PETHEBRIDGE, 
Secretary. 

Before the enrolment of the successful ap
plicants the title of the Force was changed to 
that of "Naval Dockyard Police". This came 
about at the request of the Captain-in-Charge 
HM Establishments, Sydney, Captain C.F. 
Henderson, RN, who stated that: "In view of 
the fact that the Active Service Police employed 
onboard HM Ships are termed 'Naval Police', 
it would appear to be more suitable to class the 
newly formed Corps under some other name, 
such as 'Dockyard Police'." And as the Active 
Service Police apparently suffered an unsavoury 
reputation; in fact, Admiral Creswell personally 
stated he had "the strongest objection to any
thing that savours of the ships police"; the 
Naval Board, on the 4th June, 1913, approved 
the title Naval Dockyard Police. 

The Formation of the Force 
As the formation of the Force had not been 

given a great deal of consideration between 1911 
and May of 1913, very little time was available 
to develop a satisfactory uniform and an ade
quate set of conditions of service. So, for the 
sake of expediency, the Naval Board accepted 
the recommendation of the Director of Naval 
Accounts, Honourary Fleet Paymaster A. Mar
tin, that the Naval Dockyard Police conditions 
of service, including pay, be aligned with those 
of the RAN Academic and Instructional Staff; 
and that the uniform of the NSW Water Police 
be adopted. However as no uniforms were avail
able at the 1st July, 1913, the branch began its 
service in civilian clothing wearing Naval Police 
armlets until they were subsequently supplied 
with uniforms. 

From the inception of the Force all members 
were placed on a six month probationary period, 
including the appointed Sub-Inspector, Mr Al
bert Jesse Merry. Mr Merry's immediate task 
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was to select his Senior Constables and Ser
geants who would supervise the personnel and 
functions at each of the establishments. In this 
matter, he chose former Royal Marines who 
were familiar with the various Acts and Regu
lations applicable to the Naval Establishments 
and were capable of ensuring they were carried 
out. The majority of these selected members 
proved very satisfactory and continued in serv
ice for many years. 

The same could not, however, be said for 
many of the other inaugural members. Over 
fifty per cent of the initial Constables had to 
be 'weeded' out because of unsuitability and 
unsatisfactory performances. 

A classic example of this unsuitability and 
the manner in which Mr. Merry 'weeded' them 
out, is that of Constable Everett. 

Constable Everett had joined the force on 
the 1st July, 1913, and was discharged unsuit
able in August 1913. Two months after his 
discharge, it was discovered that he was re
sponsible for the theft of certain Government 
Stores. Sub-Inspector Merry subsequently in
vestigated the matter, traced Everett's wherea
bouts to Brisbane and travelled there to effect 
his arrest. Sub-Inspector Merry was then able 
to recover the whole of the stolen property; 
brought Everett to Sydney and prosecuted him 
with the result that he was sentenced to two 
years imprisonment. 

There were many other major concerns that 
effected the development of the Force in its 
early years and were to have far reaching ram
ifications in its later history. Among these was 
the dubious legal status of the Force. As civilian 
employees of the Royal Australian Navy, they 
had no legal authority to detain or search any 
personnel employed in the various establish
ments. 

This situation was not long in being brought 
to the attention of the Naval Board, for on the 
22 July, 1913, the Executive of the Ironworkers 
Union lodged a complaint about their members 
being searched by Naval Dockyard Policemen. 

As members of the Force had no legislated 
powers whatsoever, these early complaints were 
resolved by the Naval Board entering into an 
agreement with the Union that searches would 
be conducted only of a person suspected of 
having committed an offence and that the search 
should be conducted in a private area out of 
the public gaze. This agreement was subse
quently incorporated in the Instructions for Na

val Dockyard Police in 1914, which were issued 
with the authority of the Naval Board. 

Although this measure enabled the Force to 
administer local orders and instructions appli
cable to each establishment, it offered no real 
police powers to arrest an offender or any power 
that was recognised by law. Therefore, the Na
val Board set about trying to remedy the situa
tion and obtain specific powers legislated for 
the Force. However, before this was ultimately 
achieved, the First World War had begun and 
the matter fell into abeyance. 

The First World War 
The First World War was also to create sev

eral problems that would change the direction 
of the Force in years to come. The first of these 
was the need to provide additional guards at 
an increasing number of Naval Establishments 
and associated works and, at the same time, 
provide a counter-espionage service that could 
carry our secret investigations into such con
cerns as sabotage and the location of alien 
agents. Hence, the Naval Board determined that 
the additional guarding services would be pro
vided by Royal Australian Naval Brigade mem
bers who were unfit for active service. The task 
of counter-espionage investigations fell on the 
Naval Dockyard Police. In the main, because 
Sub-Inspector Merry was an experienced De
tective formerly of the Metropolitan Police. 

In the field of 'secret service detective' work, 
Mr. Merry, proved a great success; not only 
through his own investigations but in his effec
tive training of other Naval Dockyard Police
men for the duty. This is highlighted in a letter 
written by Commodore C.F. Henderson on the 
30th May, 1916, where he stated: "He has also 
carried out numerous special investigations and 
secret service detective work, with very prompt 
and successful results." Since these very early 
investigations, the Force has been responsible 
for the investigation of offences in the RAN. 

Because the Force was still a civilian unit, 
without any conditions of employment, many 
of the early members seeking to 'do their bit 
for the Empire' simply walked out and enlisted 
in either the AIF or the RAN. As some of these 
members had not sought permission to enlist 
for active service, they were posted as deserters. 
One of those listed as a deserter was the former 
Constable F.G. Turner. 

Turner had joined the 1st Battalion of the 
AIF on the 17th August, 1914. Prior to his 
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departure for Gallipoli, he wrote direct to the 
Minister for Defence seeking a leave of absence. 
However, as he had already been enlisted in 
the AIF the application was not approved. He 
subsequently served at Gallipoli and in France, 
was wounded four times, promoted through 
every rank to that of Regimental Sergeant Ma
jor, awarded the Meritorious Service Medal for 
gallantry and offered a Commission in the Field. 

He was subsequently demobilised on his re
turn to Australia on the 15th April, 1919, and 
immediately applied to re-enter the Naval Dock
yard Police. This began what was to be a very 
long and emotionally charged effort that in
volved the Prime Minister, half-a-dozen Min
isters and the Naval Board in determining 
whether Turner had any right to re-entry, and 
furthermore highlighted the need to formalise 
the conditions of service for the Force. In the 
meantime, Turner continued to write to anyone, 
willing to listen or otherwise, claiming that he 
had been victimised and should be re-entered. 
He continued these efforts until early 1932 when 
the old warhorse finally gave it all away. 

Post-War Problems 
After WWI, when the nation was settling 

back into a more stable existence the problems 
of legal status of the Force again raised its head. 
Yet no effective resolution was found until the 
Naval Dockyard Police were appointed to Flin
ders Naval Depot, in 1921. 

Before its commissioning on the 1st April, 
1921, over 800 rowdy workmen had been em
ployed at the Base and because of their mis
chievous behaviour the Victoria Police estab
lished a permanent Police Station there. When 
the Victoria Policemen were relieved at the Base 
by Naval Dockyard Policemen, an arrangement 
was entered into between the Naval Board and 
the Chief Commissioner Sir John Gellibrand, 
whereby the three members of the NDP all 
became supernumerary members of the Victoria 
Police. As a consequence Senior Constable 
Thomas Blake, Constable Alfred Daly and 
Constable Patrick Sweeney, all became con
stables on the Victorian Police Force on the 
25th August, 1921, with all the powers and 
privileges of a full member of the State Police 
Force. 

Immediately, the Commodore-in-Charge, 
Sydney, saw this move as the answer to all the 
earlier problems relating to legal status and the 
lack of powers that the Force had suffered since 

its inception in 1913, and made application to 
allow him to approach the Commissioner of 
the NSW Police Department to have all mem
bers of the Force made Special Constables of 
the NSW Police. On the 2nd November, 1921, 
all Naval Dockyard Police in the Sydney area 
were sworn in and issued their Warrant Card 
as members of the State Police, which gave 
them powers of arrest, search and detention 
under the various State Acts and Regulations. 

When Sir John Gellibrand was replaced as 
the Chief Commissioner of the Victoria Police 
in 1923; his relief, Mr. A. Nicholson was not 
willing to maintain the three NDP members at 
Cerberus as supernumaries and on the 30th 
June, 1923, they were discharged from the Vic
torian Police. It probably had a lot to do with 
the fact that the Victoria Government had been 
required to pay the wages of the three Naval 
Dockyard Policemen. 

Because of the breakdown in this arrange
ment, Commander C. Spurgeon, Head of Navy 
Branch, was directed by the Naval Board to 
investigate an alternative. His proposal was to 
enter the force into the Permanent Naval Forces 
(Auxiliary Services) which would not only es
tablish the Force on a permanent footing with 
more equitable conditions of service, but would 
also give them authority under the Naval Def
ence Act. The proposal was approved by the 
Naval Board and the Force ceased to be a 
civilian organisation on the 31st August, 1923, 
when they enter the Auxiliary Services of the 
RAN. 

With the entry into the PNF, many amend
ments were required to the Consolidated Orders 
and Regulations, Naval Finance Regulations, 
Naval Defence Act and the like. It was during 
these many changes that it was proposed the 
Force be given its own Statutory powers of 
arrest, search and detention. And after the mat
ter had been given some considerable debate by 
the Attorneys' General Department, the Naval 
Establishment Regulation 101 received Royal 
Assent on the 26th July 1934. This Regulation 
literally made the Naval Dockyard Police a 
Statutory Force with powers that have remained 
as powerful today as they were fifty years ago. 

Apart from variations to rates of pay and 
several other financial aspects, no further 
changes occurred to the Force until the outbreak 
of World War II, when changes began to occur 
at an imperceivable rate. 

As the responsibility for guarding Naval es-
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tablishments during WWI had fallen on the 
Reserves, the same task was given to the RANR 
and the RANVR at the outbreak of WW II 
However, it quickly became apparent that these 
personnel, who were, in most cases, young sea
men; were a misuse of fit potential fighting 
manpower. So on the 10th February, 1940, the 
Minister for the Navy placed a proposal before 
the War Cabinet that the existing Naval Dock
yard Police should be temporarily expanded to 
form a Guard Section for the provision of se
curity protection to Naval Establishments and 
vulnerable points whilst under war conditions. 

The Guard Section 
On the 21st March, 1940, the War Cabinet 

approved the formation of the Naval Dockyard 
Police (Guard Section) with an initial comple
ment of 169 to serve in all states except South 
Australia. 

The conditions of entry for the Guard Section 
was that recruits were to have served on Active 
Service, or for not less than five years man's 
time in peace, and not to be less than 40 years 
of age or more than 58 years of age. Retiring 
age was set at 60 years of age and each en
gagement was for two years or for the period 
of hositilities and 6 months thereafter. All mem
bers were recruited within the State they were 
to serve in and although their pay and allow
ances were aligned with the Commonwealth 
Peace Officers scale, they were subject to the 
Naval Discipline Act and Regulations for the 
Auxiliary Services. 

Recruiting for the Guard Section began im
mediately and as newly recruited members be
gan their service a serious anomaly in the pay 
structure became obvious. On the scale set down 
for the Guard Section, their Senior Constables 
were receiving less pay than Constables of the 
Permanent Section. So, on 15th May, 1940, the 
situation was rectified by altering the rank struc
ture to: 

Sergeant 1st Class, 
Sergeant 2nd Class, 
Constable 1st Class, and 
Constable 2nd Class; 

This basic rank structure remained in force until 
the 21st January, 1972, when the Warrant Of
ficer and Senior Constable ranks were re-intro
duced. 

As Australia's war effort accelerated, so did 
the development of the Force. Within 18 months 
of the war's commencement the Naval Dock

yard Police complement had risen to 472 with 
the following disposition: 

Sydney and Newcastle — 254 
Western Australia — 160 
Victoria — 31 
Queensland — 20 
Tasmania — 7 

At the peak of the war effort, the Force had a 
strength exceeding 600 members who were em
ployed on guarding duties at Wireless Trans
mitting Stations, Armament Depots, Oil Fuel 
Installations, Dockyards, Naval Stores Depots 
and even points of vulnerability like the Victoria 
Markets. 

At the war's end, very few of the Guard 
Section personnel were demobilized as the naval 
Board had not determined a policy for the 
future guarding of Naval Establishments. 
Hence, members were requested to re-engage 
for further periods of either 6 or 12 months 
until the Force could be re-organised on a per
manent basis. However, the Government did 
not approve the Naval Board's recommenda
tions concerning the re-organisation of the Force 
until December, 1948, and the Guard Section 
members were retained until the 1st January, 
1949, when demobilisation actually began, al
though many were able to remain in service 
until November, 1950. 

Interim Force 
Prior to the disbandment of the Guard Sec

tion, an "Interim Force" was established on 
the 29th July, 1946. This force was established 
to replenish the Permanent Force which had 
fallen to a total of 9 members at the war's end 
and three of those were due for retirement 
before February, 1947. The Interim Force had 
an approved complement of 272 and its mem
bers were recruited from ex-RAN members of 
the Seagoing Forces who were aged between 21 
and 45 years of age, thereby creating a more 
virile and active deterrent to "Black Marketeers 
and other ill-disposed persons". 

The excellent results of the Interim Force 
Personnel effectively meant the continuance of 
the Naval Dockyard Police as part of the RAN 
and established a standard of protection of 
Naval Establishments and Installations that the 
Government could ill-afford to lose. Hence, the 
re-organised Permanent Force of the Naval 
Dockyard Police was approved on the 1st 
March, 1949, with a complement of: 
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1 Superintendent, 
1 Inspector, 
3 Sub-Inspectors, 

47 Sergeants, and 
256 Constables. 

— (NSW) 
— (NSW) 
— (1 NSW, 1 WA, 

1 VIC) 

women, who are employed in Physical Security, 
Fire Protection and Investigational functions in 
the following establishments: 

ACT Navy Office Canberra 
HMAS Harman 

The interesting points here, is that the Su
perintendent's position was filled by Com
mander N.H. Shaw, RAN. Commander Shaw 
had, immediately prior to his appointment as 
Superintendent, been the Commanding Officer 
of HMAS Kuttabul and had headed the Naval 
Board Committee on the "Re-Organisation of 
Naval Dockyard Police" which met on the 3rd 
July, 1946, and recommended the establishment 
of the Superintendent position. The other in
teresting point is that he was, and remains, the 
only 'gold-ring' officer to have been appointed 
directly to the Naval Dockyard Police of Naval 
Police officer ranks. 

A Permanent Footing 
With the establishement of the post-war Na

val Dockyard Police, on a permanent footing, 
the branch settled down to a steady existence, 
generally devoid of major turmoil that affected 
the branch structure. Although a number of 
changes to uniform, complement and pay rates 
occurred after the war, it was not until the 21st 
January, 1972, that any major change to the 
Force's structure occurred. It was on this date 
that the Force became a branch of the RAN 
and thereby no longer existed as part of the 
Auxiliary Services. It was also at this time that 
history had turned full circle and they became 
again titled 'Naval Police' and re-introduced 
the ranks of Warrant Officer and Senior Con
stable. 

The current complement of the Naval Police 
branch is 16 Officers and 366 Policemen and 

NSW 

VIC 

WA 

Garden Island Dockyard 
HMAS Kuttabul 
Naval Stores Centre, Zetland 
RANAD Newington 
RANAD Kingswood 
Naval Stores, Randwick 
RAN Trials Assessing Unit 
RAN Research Laboratory 
RAN Torpedo Maintenance 

Establishment 
Naval Stores Leichhardt 
HMAS Albatross (Dog Squad) 

HMAS Cerberus 
Naval Police Headquarters 
Williamstown Naval Dockyard 
RANAD Somerton 
Naval Stores Maribyrnong 

HMAS Stirling 
HMAS Leeuwin 

QLD HMAS Moreton 

N.T. HMAS Coonawarra 

It is also of interest to note that WRANS are 
now eligible to transfer to the Naval Police 
Branch, and the first three Policewomen entered 
on the 10th January, 1983. There are now a 
total of 8 girls serving in both Sydney and 
Melbourne, all of whom have proved them
selves very satisfactory and capable of perform
ing all the functions of the Naval Police Branch. 

O 

Chief Inspector Peter Mangan joined the RAN in 1962 and transferred to the Naval Police 
in 1971. He has served in the investigative, fire-fighting and security specializations in both the 
NSW and Victoria Commands. He established the Naval Police Historical Collection and has 
written several articles on Naval Police history. His current posting is OIC Naval Police Security 
Section. 



Aircraft Carriers and Australian Defence Policy 

By Lt Cmdr Ray Jones, RANR 

BETWEEN 1948 and 1983 an aircraft carrier 
was a significant component of the Austra

lian Defence Force (ADF) and the carrier's place 
in the force structure seemed relatively secure 
until the decision not to replace HMAS Mel
bourne was announced. Many explanations put 
forward for the ending of Australian aircraft 
carrier operation emphasise the cost of the ship, 
especially in comparison to (and competition 
with) other major defence projects, but con
centrating on cost can obscure the changes in 
Government defence policy which were the un
derlying reason for not replacing Melbourne. 
The whole story of Australian aircraft carriers 
is dominated by changes in defence policy and 
the end of Australian aircraft carrier operations 
can be linked to a change in defence policy just 
as surely as each earlier change in the fortune 
of naval aviation can be linked with a policy 
revision. 

This link between defence policy and aircraft 
carriers was particularly prominent when the 
Fleet Air Arm formed. Immediately after the 
Second World War, the Chifley Government 
sought a more assertive role in the Pacific and 
tried to ensure that Australia would not again 
be placed in the grave danger she had faced 
during the war. This Government judged that 
Australia needed a strong navy to fight battles 
far at sea defending Australia (against unde
fined enemies) and to control Australia's sea 
lines of communications, i.e. merchant ship
ping. Consequently, naval development was the 
major component in the Five Year Defence Plan 
introduced in June 1947. The Royal Australian 
Navy (RAN) would be the shield behind which 
the Army and Air Force could be mobilised in 
time of need, therefore the Navy had to be kept 
at a high level of readiness with the most mod
ern equipment. In the aftermath of the Pacific 
War the Government was convinced that a 
modern, balanced navy was built around air
craft carriers and the naval aviation component 
of the Five Year Plan provided for two light 
fleet aircraft carriers, their aircraft, and two air 
stations.1 

The aircraft carriers being bought accurately 
reflected Australia's naval ambitions. At the 
time, aircraft carriers entering service were ca
tegorised as fleet carriers or as light fleet car
riers. Fleet carriers were large, fast, ships car
rying many (i.e. 100-130) aircraft of several 
different types; they shared the ability of pre
war battleships to dominate their surroundings 
in a strategic sense. The light fleet carrier was 
a smaller ship carrying fewer aircraft (about 
30), usually of two types including reconnais
sance aircraft for control of the surrounding 
ocean and fighters for defence against attacking 
aircraft. This light fleet carrier was intended to 
exercise control of a relatively small part of the 
ocean for a specific time and purpose (that is, 
to exercise 'sea control'). The large and expan
sive fleet carrier was quite beyond Australia's 
aspirations and budget while the light fleet car
rier met Australia's perceived need and financial 
capacity.2 

The first Australian aircraft carrier commis
sioned as HMAS Sydney in England in 1948 
and reached Australia in May 1949. Developing 
naval aviation became the RAN's first priority 
but the Korean War disrupted progress while 
immeasurably boosting naval aviation. From 
the beginning of the war American and British 
aircraft carriers provided valuable service main
taining the blockade of North Korea and sup
porting United Nations' operations in South 
Korea. Australian destroyers and frigates served 
in Korean waters from the outbreak of the war 
in June 1950 but Sydney was not involved at 
first. This was partly because the RAN had 
insufficient trained personnel to fully man two 
destroyers and an aircraft carrier, partly be
cause of a prior commitment to combined RN/ 
RAN exercises planned for early in 1951 and 
partly because the Menzies Government was 
reluctant to lose direct control over the sole 
Australian aircraft carrier.3 

During Korean operations the Royal Navy 
found that a light fleet carrier needed a refit, 
and the crew a rest, after six months of oper
ations. In April 1951 the British Government 
asked for Sydney's services for a few months 
while the Royal Navy carrier serving in Korea 
completed a refit. The manpower situation in 
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the RAN had improved and the envisaged ab
sence from Australia would be for a short period 
so the Government agreed to the British re
quest.4 On 5 October 1951 Sydney began her 
first patrol off the Korean west coast. 

Aircraft support was needed at all stages in 
the Korean War, never more so than at the end 
of 1951 when Chinese Mig-15s were seriously 
challenging United Nations' air superiority.5 

Airfields in Korea were inadequate and, because 
airfields in Japan were 600 to 1000 kilometres 
away, aircraft based in Japan carried insuffi
cient fuel to remain over Korea for a useful 
time.6 Aircraft carrier aircraft were not similarly 
limited. 

Sydney normally remained about 150 kilo
metres offshore, where she couldn't be seen 
from the land, and planned to fly 54 sorties 
each day (a sortie is a single flight by one 
aircraft). One third of her daily flying was 
devoted to ensuring control of her immediate 
vicinity. This sea control flying comprised 
standing patrols by fighter aircraft, ready to 
pounce on approaching aircraft, and surveil
lance of the surrounding ocean by reconnais
sance aircraft. The remaining two thirds of 
Sydney's flying was devoted to attacks on land 
targets, such as troops, or the communications 
system. In the latter category, aircraft attacked 
railway bridges, tunnels, tracks and water tanks 
as their part in the United Nations' rail inter
diction campaign intended to prevent the com
munists accumulating stores for another offen
sive.7 Embarked aircraft were well suited to the 
ground attack work. Both carried four 20-mil
limetre cannon while the Fireflies usually 
bombed and the Sea Furies attacked with un-
guided rockets. 

By operating a carrier in Korea Australia 
gained the prestige of being the third nation, 
after the United States and Britain, to obtain 
post-war experience of aircraft carrier opera
tions. At the political level the carrier's visible 
participation assisted Menzies in meeting Tru
man's pressure for more soldiers. As well, Aus
tralia probably played her part as a junior part
ner of America by freeing an American light 
fleet carrier for duties elsewhere in the world. 
The widely held belief that the Korean War was 
the opening move in a Soviet global offensive 
meant the USN deployed its aircraft carriers 
carefully to meet worldwide commitments and 
release of one from Korea by an equivalent 
Australian carrier was most welcome.8 

Sydney's operations in Korea were outside 
the sea control tasks for which she had been 
obtained9 and involved the RAN in naval power 
projection (the term 'power projection' has two 
meanings dependent on the maritime or con
tinental standpoint of the user: usage here is 
the maritime one of projecting naval power 
from the sea onto the land).10 The Australian 
Naval Board, which administered the RAN, had 
every reason to be delighted, and possibly a 
little surprised, at their carrier's effectiveness as 
the flexibility of carrier air power was bought 
home to the RAN. 

While the Korean War was being fought na
val aviation was undergoing major changes; the 
jet aircraft was the most significant innovation. 
The jet engine had begun transforming military 
aviation just after the war: it offered advanced 
performance, especially higher speed, which was 
most attractive to aircraft operators whether 
land or sea based. But the jet aircraft could 
not easily operate from World War Two aircraft 
carriers. Increased aircraft weight, higher land
ing and take-off speeds and slow acceleration 
of the early jet engines prompted grave doubts 
that aircraft carriers could operate modern jet 
aircraft. 

The aircraft launching problem was solved 
by the steam catapult which accelerated heavier 
aircraft to higher launching speeds without dif
ficulty; smoother acceleration was a welcome 
bonus for the aircrew. But solving the problem 
of landing faster and heavier aircraft on ships 
involved a conceptual change which, although 
basically simple, led to a fundamental change 
in flight deck design. 

The main difficulty for an aircraft landing 
on a World War Two type of aircraft carrier, 
which had an axial flight deck (i.e. the landing 
area was along the centre-line of the ship), was 
the wire barrier across the flight deck protecting 
aircraft parked on the forward end of the deck. 
An aircraft which did not catch an arrestor wire 
with its hook would be stopped but damaged 
by the barrier. In the new arrangement the 
landing area at the rear of the flight deck was 
set at an angle from the ship's centre line so 
that an aircraft which missed the arrestor wires 
with its hook would not be speeding towards 
parked aircraft behind the barrier but could 
safely fly away from the ship for another land
ing attempt. 

Introduction of the steam catapult, angled 
deck and other new features meant that carriers 
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could comfortably operate modern aircraft in 
greater safety; a sharp decrease in the high 
accident rate was an immediate benefit. The 
angle deck was such a valuable concept that 
introduction was swift: the idea was first offi
cially suggested in 1951, it was tested in 1952 
and incorporated in an operational carrier in 
the same year. By the mid-1950s the Royal Navy 
had decreed that jet aircraft would no longer 
operate from straight deck (i.e. World War Two 
design) carriers." 

The Australian Government's determination 
that the Fleet Air Arm, though small, was to 
be as modern as possible meant that the second 
Australian aircraft carrier was delayed while the 
latest features were incorporated. She had been 
expected to commission in 1952 but would now 
be delayed for several years. The Government 
was gravely concerned at this delay in com
pleting its naval aviation plan, because of the 
belief that global war was imminent,12 and 
sought a temporary substitute from the British 
Government which lent HMS Vengeance to 
Australia in 1953 to provide a second opera
tional aircraft carrier.13 

The large number of improvements being in
corporated in the second Australian aircraft 
carrier (HMAS Melbourne) ensured that she 
would be one of the most modern aircraft car
riers in the world. Considerable RAN pride in 
the ship, and in her capable new aircraft, was 
offset by the realisation that Sydney, and her 
aircraft, had entered premature obsolescence 
because the rapid progress in carrier design had 
left her behind. Although she had been in serv
ice for less than ten years, and some aircraft 
bought to equip her squadrons had flown only 
a few hours. Sydney would soon be obsolete. 
Arrangements were made to return her to Brit
ain for modernisation but, well before she was 
due to leave Australia, defence policy shifted 
and naval aviation lost its pride of place. 

Since 1945 Australia's area of defence interest 
had been ill-defined but broad and included 
large parts of the Indian and Pacific Oceans. 
The Minister for Defence described the RAN's 
responsibilities in 1952 as including '. . . the 
safety of the sea routes over a large part of 
these great oceans . . .' because '. . . the security 
of sea communications is of first importance, 
. . .'14 Interest in protecting trade routes had 
resulted in the Radford-Collins agreement of 
1951 establishing a framework of Australian-
American responsibilities for protecting mer

chant shipping in the Pacific and Indian Oceans 
under which Australia's area included half of 
the Indian Ocean and a large part of the Pa
cific." 

The ANZUS Treaty of 1951 did nothing to 
reduce the Australian area of defence planning 
or to replace plans for Anglo-Australian war
time co-operation in South-East Asia and in 
the Middle East. Long-standing interest in send
ing forces to the Middle East in time of war 
was taken a step further when Cabinet decided, 
in December 1951, to participate in garrisoning 
the Middle East16 and Australian air force per
sonnel were sent to Malta to man Royal Air 
Force fighter squadrons.17 The Navy's respon
sibility expanded to include the protection of 
convoys carrying army or air force units from 
Australia to the Middle East as a high priority 
wartime task. At that time Government decision 
making was dominated by the conviction that 
global war was imminent and that Australia 
must be prepared to co-operate with its allies 
in the coming war. In March 1951, Prime Min
ister Menzies had told Parliament that Australia 
had less than three years left to prepare for 
war;'8 in this climate of war preparation, growth 
in naval aviation was accepted despite cost rises 
caused by aircraft purchases and extensive ship 
modifications. 

The fear of imminent war faded after 1952 
and defence expansion stopped as the Govern
ment tried to reduce the adverse effects of def
ence spending on national development.19 The 
basis of defence policy altered from urgent 
preparation for imminent, wide-ranging, war to 
long-term preparation for emergencies in the 
South-East Asian region.20 The Manila Treaty, 
signed in September 1954, expressed this fun
damental shift in Australian strategy. Menzies 
explained the new delimitation of Australia's 
defence area in August 1954 when he said that 
SEATO would '. . . define our task. It will 
give a clarified direction to our defence organ
isation. It will mark out our zone of possible 
operations. We will know not generally, but 
specifically, the nature and extent of the forces 
we need, the character of the equipment they 
will require . . .'.21 

The Navy was no longer the leading Service 
and did not retain its former wide-ranging role: 
The RAN's primary role became the operation 
of surface warships for anti-submarine opera
tions. Australia's defence effort would now be 
weighted towards Air Force development and 
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a series of coastal airfields would be built from 
which air force aircraft would defend maritime 
forces operating within range of land." Aircraft 
carriers were not as important in this naval 
strategy as they had been in the 1947 plan and 
Sydney's modernisation was cancelled to save 
money. She would become a training ship for 
seamen once Melbourne was in service. 

Melbourne arrived in Australia in April 1956 
and, before the year was over, had completed 
her first annual deployment to South-East Asia 
as part of Australia's commitment to the Com
monwealth Strategic Reserve. The Strategic Re
serve, established in Malaya by Australia, Brit
ain and New Zealand contributed forces ready 
to defend Malaya and for SEATO activities.23 

As well as two destroyers or frigates stationed 
in the region an annual visit by Australia's 
aircraft carrier had been promised. Providing 
an aircraft carrier for SEATO exercises each 
year enhanced Australia's regional status but 
this significant contribution to the defence of 
South-East Asia became increasingly difficult 
to maintain in the later 1950s as the full effects 
of Government policy were felt. 

Australia's adoption of collective defence 
within SEATO had been accompanied by re
duced Government interest in defence readiness. 
Emphasis altered to long term preparation of 
expanded citizen forces and the Government 
relied on compulsory national service training 
as a base for expansion in time of threat. Per
manent force personnel strength declined as 
conditions of service deteriorated and between 
1954 and 1958 naval sailor strength dwindled 
from 12 800 to 8 800.24 Warship construction 
programmes were curtailed because of insuffi
cient funds and older ships had to be placed in 
reserve so the remaining, newer ships could be 
manned.25 Conditions of service improved a 
little in 1958 but this was in reaction to the 
imminent dissolution of the navy as its person
nel strength drained away and did not reflect 
a change in policy. 

Government disinterest in immediate readi
ness influenced the decision, announced in No
vember 1959, to abandon naval aviation. The 
Minister for Defence (Mr Townley) claimed 
that, although Melbourne still had years of life 
left, her current aircraft would reach the end 
of their service lives in 1963 and suitable re
placements did not exist. The alternative of 
acquiring a new aircraft carrier capable of op
erating new generation aircraft was described 

as too expensive and Melbourne would retire 
in 1963.26 The statement that replacement air
craft did not exist was wrong. Whether it re
sulted from bad advice to the Government or 
was a political excuse to justify disposal of an 
expensive ship is not clear but the decision was 
reversed when defence policy changed again. 

Before the planned time for Melbourne to 
pay-off arrived Government assessments of 
continuing instability in Australia's region 
prompted a swing back towards a policy of 
maintaining well-equipped, readily available, 
permanent forces with the mobility to deal with 
limited war crises.27 Major naval re-equipment 
plans were considered and the Chief of the 
Naval Staff visited the United Kingdom and 
the United States to evaluate a range of poten
tial equipment projects. This new defence effort 
included revived interest in freedom to use the 
ocean and the Government decided to retain 
Melbourne in the new role of helicopter carrier. 
Helicopters using dipping sonar to detect sub
merged submarines approaching a convoy had 
been introduced in leading navies in the 1950s 
and had rapidly become an essential feature of 
convoy escort. Using Australia's aircraft carrier 
for helicopter operations would make effective 
use of her remaining service life. 

By 1963, when these Wessex anti-submarine 
helicopters entered service, the Government was 
even more convinced that Australia's region was 
unstable and that the nation needed readily 
available forces. Menzies was now speaking of 
a Navy ready to escort an Australian Army 
division overseas and for forces which provided 
'. . . a capacity for independent action to meet 
the initial shock of any emergency with which 
we may in the future find ourselves faced . . .'28 

He announced substantial increases in expend
iture on defence equipment and on personnel 
expansion. Purchase of guided missile armed 
destroyers and of submarines had already been 
announced. Since Melbourne was remaining in 
commission, her aircraft would be retained be
yond the earlier announced limit of 1963 pend
ing a replacement decision.29 Despite earlier 
statement that suitable aircraft did not exist, 
the purchase of Tracker anti-submarine aircraft 
for Melbourne and a two-year modernisation 
of the ship were announced in 1964.'° Purchase 
of Skyhawk fighter/attack aircraft for the car
rier was announced in 1965. These would en
hance sea control during convoy operations by 
thwarting enemy reconnaissance aircraft and 
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could drive off enemy warships threatening the 
convoy.31 

The new aircraft types embarked in 1969 but 
the Government had become so concerned at 
regional instability that it had refused to allow 
Melbourne to be withdrawn from service for 
the planned two-year modernisation and a six 
month refit had been substituted.32 Three types 
of aircraft in a light fleet carrier was a squeeze, 
especially when each type was larger, had more 
extensive workshop requirements, and de
manded more men for maintenance and oper
ation than the World War Two aircraft for 
which the ship had been designed. But none of 
the three types (dipping sonar helicopters, fight
ers and anti-submarine aircraft) could be omit
ted if the sea control capability the Government 
sought was to be maintained. 

By 1970 the Government had developed even 
greater expectations and wanted forces which 
were '. . . versatile and flexible and capable of 
rapid deployment over a wide range of situa
tions . . .' and '. . . capable of a rapid response, 
with an offensive capability that would be an 
effective deterrent because it would enable us 
to reach out to an enemy . . .' The geographic 
scope of this ability was described as '. . . the 
waters around Australia, the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans and the seas to our north . . . ' " 

As in the past, an aircraft carrier fitted well 
with these aims. Melbourne had ten years of 
life left34 and her capabilities were expanded by 
more Skyhawks bought to provide an alterna
tive aircraft mix. Now Melbourne could operate 
a general purpose (or sea-control) air group of 
helicopters, anti-submarine aircraft and strike/ 
fighters or she could embark 14 Skyhawks to 
fill the role of a small attack carrier.35 If nec
essary, the air group composition could be al
tered while the carrier remained far at sea; in 
1970 two Skyhawks from Nowra flew across 
Australia, refuelling in flight from other Sky
hawks enroute, and landed on Melbourne in 
the Indian Ocean. 

This option of using Melbourne in the power 
projection role, especially using inflight refuell
ing to extend the range over which targets could 
be attacked, gave Australia a small, but potent, 
capability not previously available. RAAF F-
111s were nominally Australia's strategic strike 
weapon but, while operating from Australian 
airfields, their range limited them to targets in 
Indonesia or Papua New Guinea.36 F-l l ls op
erating from RAAF Butterworth in Malaysia 

would have a wider choice of targets but con
siderable political problems were to be expected 
operating from Malaysia. Melbourne was not 
similarly limited by basing considerations and 
filled the Government's desire for a capability 
to project Australian power beyond the Aus
tralian continent into the Indian Ocean and to 
help friends in South-East Asia.37 Later in the 
year Sea King anti-submarine helicopters were 
selected to replace the Wessex in Melbourne as 
part of the programme to maintain the RAN's 
oceanic capability.38 

The steady flow of new equipment generated 
confidence in the future within the Fleet Air 
Arm but underlying this optimism was the 
knowledge that Melbourne was approaching the 
end of her life and a replacement decision was 
badly needed. This growing urgency co-incided 
with a period of great change in maritime war
fare in general and in Australia's strategic situa
tion in particular. 

The greatest change in maritime warfare was 
undoubtedly brought about by the homing mis
sile. This new phase in war at sea was intro
duced by the sinking of the Israeli destroyer 
Eilat by Styx surface-to-surface missiles in 1967. 
Indian use of missiles in the Indo-Pakistan war 
of 1971 to sink a Pakistani warship as well as 
British, Greek and Liberian registered merchant 
ships, stressed the capabilities of this new 
weapon.39 

The wide and rapid spread of anti-shipping 
missiles had important consequences for mari
time warfare; especially for navies, such as the 
RAN, seeking to exercise sea control. The long 
range of new missiles meant that defensive 
measures had to extend out to much greater 
distances from the ships being protected. Si
multaneously, because the missiles needed only 
simple launching equipment and were not phys
ically large, a wide array of vessels became 
potential launch vehicles. No longer was there 
a rough correlation between the size of a ship 
and the distance at which it could cause damage: 
in the days of the naval gun's supremacy only 
big ships could carry the big guns which caused 
immense destruction many miles away and in
itial reaction to a sighting at sea could usually 
be determined by the size of the enemy warship. 
Now a patrol boat, aircraft or submarine could 
launch exactly the same missile as a battleship. 

Further compounding the problem was the 
lack of any anti-missile defences and the high 
probability that a single missile would hit its 
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target. In the past, a convoy commodore (or 
ship's captain) could consider with some equin-
amity an attack by a single ship or aircraft 
which sneaked through, or survived, outer def
ences because it had a low probability of success 
with unguided munitions. Now, even one attack 
with the new homing weapons could not be 
permitted. 

An important consequence of these changes 
was that navies seeking sea control had to ex
pand the area of ocean which they controlled 
around a convoy. Sea control forces needed 
extended eyes (and more of them) to detect 
missile launchers and extended arms to deal 
with those launchers. Since missile launch plat
forms could be aircraft, ships or submarines 
the problem was immense and generated de
mands for more aircraft to survey the air, sur
face and sub-surface around a convoy to find 
and, if necessary, attack missile launch plat
forms. Since shore based aircraft could not 
reach much of Australia's oceanic area of in
terest the aircraft had to be carrier-borne. But 
a new carrier was needed if the RAN was ex
pected to implement existing defence policy in 
the new technological environment. 

Changes in the regional power balance were 
at least as important. The United Kingdom was 
gradually withdrawing from South East Asia 
and American regional forces were being re
duced after the Guam (Nixon) doctrine of 1969 
defined limits on American willingness to act 
in defence of allies. In parallel with these with
drawals some indigenous navies were growing 
into significant forces which would soon be 
capable of meeting their own maritime defence 
needs. 

The Whitlam Government introduced new 
emphasis away from planning for military in
volvement in South East Asia in 1973. It planned 
to ensure Australia's security by developing '. . . 
well organised defence forces which are struc
tured for expansion . . .,4° but favoured '. . . 
programmes of political conciliation and co
operation rather than military intervention 
. . .'"' The need for continued defence prepar
edness and for defence associations with South 
East Asian nations was acknowledged but the 
interest expressed by previous Governments in 
a relatively high degree of readiness and an 
oceanic capability was not maintained. The ADF 
began concentrating more on continental def
ence while defence spending was reduced in 
favour of social expenditure.42 The guiding phi

losophy became that of maintaining a core force 
containing a range of skills which could be 
selectively expanded to suit situations as they 
developed in future.41 The nature of the core 
force was not defined but there was so much 
new and nearly new equipment in service after 
the 1960s expansion that the hard decisions 
concerning capabilities needed in the core force 
could be deferred. 

Although the future shape of the Australian 
armed services was not explained by the Gov
ernment a trend away from the maintenance of 
oceanic capability was clear in the Whitlam 
Government's naval equipment decisions. The 
multi-purpose destroyer project was cancelled 
and replaced by a less capable ship and a re
plenishment ship which would have extended 
the effective range of warships by providing 
fuel and stores far at sea was cancelled as un
necessary.44 A landing/logistics ship was or
dered for troop movements around Australia 
and a new class of patrol boat was introduced 
for coastal operations. This new emphasis in 
defence equipment selection did not rule out 
oceanic operations but they were given a low 
priority. Naval plans to replace Melbourne made 
little progress while Whitlam was in power be
cause that Government did not perceive aircraft 
carrier capabilities as important to Australia. 

The Fraser Government initially reverted to 
a more outward looking defence policy and, 
after most RAN Tracker aircraft were destroyed 
in a hangar fire ashore in 1976, that Govern
ment quickly obtained replacement Trackers and 
ensured Melbourne continued operating the 
three types of aircraft needed to assure sea 
control. But a new sense of geographic limit 
not present in coalition Government policy in 
the 1960s was expressed in the 1976 White Pa
per. Under the heading 'Areas of Austalia's 
Primary Strategic Concern' the area of interest 
was defined as '. . . the areas closer to home 
— areas in which the deployment of military 
capabilities by a power potentially unfriendly 
to Australia could permit that power to attack 
or harass Australia and its territories, maritime 
resources zone and near lines of communication 
. . ,'.45 In this document a definite restriction 
on the distance out to sea Australia was pre
pared to defend maritime trade was expressed 
but the need for strategic deterrence over longer 
ranges was also clear. 

The main forces to deter attack on Australia 
were land-based F-I l ls , submarines, and the 
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Skyhawks in Melbourne. After a survey of her 
condition the carrier's expected life had been 
extended to 1985 and her aircraft could usefully 
remain in service well beyond 1985.*6 The car
rier's remaining life was used to justify defer
ring a replacement decision and naval aviation 
was not included in expensive equipment plans 
in the succeeding Five Year Defence Pro
gramme. 

Although escalating costs pushing against re
luctance to increase defence spending forced 
reductions in the 1976 re-equipment plans47 the 
Government remained committed to the core 
force concept. But the capabilities needed in 
that force were not decided and the policy 
tended, in practice, to lock the Government 
into replacing equipment solely to avoid losing 
a capability from the core force regardless of 
its relevance to Australia's future needs. This 
attitude meant that the Government was fa
vourably disposed towards buying another air
craft carrier to avoid losing expertise in naval 
aviation. In 1980 the Government announced 
a decision in principle to replace Melbourne 
with a ship fitted for helicopter operations and 
with a potential to operate short or vertical 
take-off aircraft.48 Advances in technology 
meant that the planned fighters and helicopters 
embarked would have nearly the same capa
bilities as the three aircraft types in Melbourne. 
But the brief announcement that Melbourne 
would be replaced did not explain Australia's 
need for the ship nor how an aircraft carrier 
would fit in Australia's defence policy or force 
structure for the 1980s and beyond. 

In February 1982 the Government announced 
that Melbourne would be replaced by HMS 
Invincible (to be renamed HMAS Australia) in 
1983:49 the British Government had offered the 
new carrier at a bargain price which the Aus
tralian Government intended to accept.50 Mel
bourne paid off almost immediately, much of 
her equipment was removed, and she quickly 
became a shell of her former self. Possible 
acquisition of vertical take-off fighters had now-
been excluded from the plan; Invincible was 
being bought as a helicopter carrier and '. . . 
there should not be any expectation in present 
circumstances that we will be going beyond that 
. . . ' " As a helicopter carrier without fighter 
aircraft for air defence, long-range reconnais
sance or strikes on enemy warships the new 
carrier could not provide the full sea control 
capability which earlier Australian Govern

ments had sought, but which this Government 
did not list among its defence aims. Despite 
naval enthusiasm for the new ship she did not 
fit in the framework of Australia's defence 
equipment decision making which was increas
ingly concentrating on defence of continental 
Australia with emphasis on patrol boats and 
shore based aircraft. 

Preparations to take over Invincible/Aus
tralia had barely begun when the British Gov
ernment found she was particularly useful dur
ing The Falkland War and willingly accepted 
Mr Fraser's offer, in mid-1982, to allow Britain 
to retain her." By 1982 the Australian Govern
ment was experiencing great difficulty in main
taining the ill-defined core force within the low 
defence budget. Government policy was already 
focussed on continental and coastal defence and 
the 'understanding' offer to the British Gov
ernment is more like an attempt to cancel an 
expansive and unwanted purchase than any
thing else. But the Government was still, in 
theory, committed to a replacement aircraft 
carrier and the resumed search was still in prog
ress when the Fraser Government was defeated. 

The Hawke Government elected in 1983 did 
not need Defence Department advice to deter
mine its attitude. Before the election the Labor 
Party Defence spokesman (Mr Scholes), had 
made clear that a Labor Government would not 
approve expenditure on an aircraft carrier.53 

This Government concentrated exclusively on 
continental defence and the capability repre
sented by an aircraft carrier — that is, the 
ability to apply power at points remote from 
the Australian continent — was not needed. It 
could see no need for any Australian capability 
to operate further from the continental coastline 
than the range of shore based aircraft allowed. 
Consideration of a replacement for Melbourne 
ceased abruptly and the naval air squadrons 
still operating fixed-wing aircraft were dis
banded. The Fleet Air Arm became predomi
nantly a helicopter organisation. 

The removal of aircraft carriers from Aus
tralia's naval order of battle was typical of all 
the major changes in fortune of the branch in 
that it stemmed from a revision of defence 
policy. A perceived need for far ranging naval 
power to defend Australia and her interests in 
poorly defined, but large, parts of the Indian 
and Pacific Oceans had prompted the Chifley 
Government to establish a naval aviation branch 
after the Second World War. But priorities 
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changed before this Fleet Air Arm had been in 
existence very long. By the mid-1950s Austra
lian attention was firmly fixed on the SEATO 
region, aircraft carriers were less relevant and 
the Government was less willing to allocate 
more funds to naval aviation. The two-carrier 
navy plan was cancelled and a single carrier 
was retained in a navy which concentrated on 
operating anti-submarine ships for convoying 
Australian troops to help allies. In the later 
1950s the growing emphasis on training citizen 
forces for co-operation with allies as a long-
term measure was associated with a running 
down of the permanent forces. The decision 
not to replace Melbourne when her current gen
eration of aircraft retired was entirely in char
acter with this disinterest in readiness for in
dependent operation. 

But when the time came to implement that 
decision, defence perceptions had altered fun
damentally. The Menzies Government now 
wanted a capability for independent operations 
in defence of Australian interests; at least until 
help from powerful friends arrived. Major 

equipment programmes were implemented to 
repair the neglect of the 1950s and fit the ADF 
for this revised task. The 1960s were charac
terised by steady growth in Australia's inde
pendent maritime capability (in Navy and Air 
Force) with emphasis on general purpose forces. 
The flexibility and extended range capability of 
naval aviation met this aim well and new Fleet 
Air Arm equipment for sea-control and power 
projection reflected Government interest. This 
surge of new equipment programmes did not 
include a new aircraft carrier. Replacement was 
not immediately essential in the 1960s when she 
was perceived as a valuable defence asset. In 
the 1970s, when replacement had become urgent 
because of the carrier's age, defence attitudes 
had altered again in response to external 
changes. 

Australian Government responses to the new 
power relationships in the region, and to changes 
in technology, in the 1970s contained two dis
cernible trends; one towards minimising defence 
expenditure and the other towards concentrat
ing on defending continental Australia. Gov-
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ernment rhetoric during the Fraser years does 
not conceal these trends which both worked 
against plans to replace Melbourne and has
tened the RAN's transformation from an 
oceanic navy able to influence events at a dis
tance from the continent into a navy tied to 
shore bases. 

The Hawke Government's final blow to Aus
tralian naval aviation in 1983 was in keeping 
with the dominant trend of Australian defence 
policy in the late 1970s and 1980s. In exactly 
the same way as the formation of the RAN 
Fleet Air Arm had been a response to Govern
ment perception that Australia needed a mari
time sea control capability the ending of aircraft 
carrier operations by Australia resulted from 
Government perceptions that this capability was 
no longer relevant. II 
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